Dear Visitor,
On behalf of the members of Deeside Gliding Club, I would like to welcome you to
Aboyne. It is our intention that your stay with us will be safe and enjoyable, you
have plenty of flying and your aspirations are fulfilled.
These notes have been written specifically for visitors to Aboyne and they should
be read in addition to the Operations Handbook. I would like to take this
opportunity to extend my thanks to all the previous CFI’s whose previous
experience and knowledge has contributed towards this document. The aim is to
give you a basic knowledge of our site facilities, operations and hazards, enabling
you to safely enjoy your flying here.

Should you have any problems, please let me know and I will help all I can. If
there are ways in which you think we can provide a better service, please bring
your ideas to my attention.
Happy and safe flying

G. Holloway
Chief Flying Instructor
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BOOKING IN
On arrival, please park your trailer in the visitor's trailer park, at the East end of the
airfield. (Motor Gliders park next to the wind sock). Please park no more than 18"
wheel to wheel and keep a straight line at the rear end of the trailers to allow others
around you to rig clear.
A YELLOW, Temporary Membership form must be completed before you fly. These
are kept either in the clubhouse or during flying, at the launch point.
Please ensure that you complete and tear off the bottom portion of the form. This
includes your membership number. This number is linked to the accounts system. If
you cannot present it, you will not be launched.
All visiting pilots are to fill in medical details in the Visitor data folder held in the
office or at the launch point
At the end of your stay, your flying account will be printed out for you. If you are
leaving early speak to the Duty Instructor and he/she will arrange for your account
to be ready for you.
Please read the notice boards in the clubhouse. As well as general information,
they contain vital flight safety information and instructions. If in doubt as to the
content of any displayed material, please ask for an explanation.
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THE CLUB
Deeside Gliding Club operates throughout the year as follows:Winter – Weekends 1st November – 30th April (Flying may be available mid
week by arrangement)
Summer – 7 days a week 1st May - 31st October
The clubroom facilities includes sun lounge, briefing room, bar, kitchen, bunk
rooms and toilets. Catering facilities are limited to basic provision of tea, coffee,
soft drinks, sandwiches and savouries, snacks and sweets. During the Autumn
busy season full catering facilities are provided.
Airfield elevation is 460ft. The parallel, surfaced runways are usually, wrongly,
referred to as 09/27 R & L although the actual alignment is closer to 08/26 R & L.
The useable length of the surfaced runways is 500m. A grass runway aligned
12/30 is available for landings only aircraft should aim to stop before the
intersection The useable length is 300m. The ground off the runways is very
rough and likely to cause damage if you land there.
The club fleet consists of: Gliders 2x SZD Puchacz
1 xSZD Junior
1x ASW 19b
1 xDiscus WL
Tugs
2 x PA 25 Pawnee 235hp
Subject to seasonal priorities, space may be available in the hangar for visiting
gliders. CFI will advise on, and controls, the use of hangar space.
Local Facilities
Deeside Gliding Club has developed a very good working relationship with local
accommodation providers, restaurants, businesses and suppliers. For
information on things to do and places to eat, drink and stay, or for specialist
services, please refer to the lists which are kept in the clubhouse sun lounge.
Any club member will be pleased to point them out to you (and offer their
recommendations).
It is worth mentioning here that local petrol suppliers close at 8pm (6pm on
Sundays). Outside these times, Aboyne and Ballater have a 24 hr credit card
operated pump. Tesco in Banchory also has a 24 hour operation
If you are about to embark on a task - or a long day. Fill up your car before you
fill up your glider.

FLYING AUTHORISATION
Please introduce yourself to the Duty Instructor, as soon as possible after
arrival and before flying. The Duty Instructor may, in the CFI/DCFI’s absence,
issue approvals for flying at Aboyne in all categories. At weekends, the Duty
Instructor will take care of you.
Flying may only take place when a DGC instructor has been designated as
Duty Instructor to supervise. Normally, during mid- week operations, this will be
the Staff Instructor. Exceptionally, visiting instructors, specifically authorised by
the CFI, or by the Staff Instructor, may supervise flying.
No one is to fly at Aboyne without checking with CFI/DCFI, the Staff Instructor
or at weekends, the Duty Instructor.
Visiting instructors will be cleared, subject to site check and/or briefing, to
conduct operations in their own club aircraft. No one is to instruct or carry
passengers without the authorisation of CFI/DCFI or the Staff Instructor.

LOCAL SITE RULES
Although we are the sole tenants on the airfield, grazing of cattle takes place in
adjoining fields and, occasionally, by arrangement, on the airfield. While this is kept
to a minimum, our rules must reflect the need to consider local farming
requirements. In return, the estate takes kind consideration of our operational
requirements.
Airfield
Dogs are to be kept on a lead at all times.
The club has a committed Recycling policy. Please place rubbish in the
appropriate bins which are clearly labelled as to their contents. In particular,
sealing tape, polyester cups and other varieties of plastic material should be placed
in the general rubbish bins.
Cars are to be parked in the Car Park when not in use.
Cars are not to be driven on the runways without the authority of the Duty Instructor.
Driving on the grass is to be kept to an absolute minimum especially in wet
conditions and mainly for the positioning trailers or gliders
The airfield speed limit is 10mph. As a guide, in modern cars if the speedo is off the
bottom stop, or if you have your foot on the accelerator in 2nd gear, you are doing
more than 10mph!
If cattle have to be moved, do so at walking pace Even a small herd can cause a lot
of damage if allowed to stampede. Do not use vehicles
Parking of vehicles or gliders in is not permitted front of the clubhouse,

The Maintenance

Hangar

The maintenance hangar and workshop is under the control of Alan Middleton. No one is to use these
buildings without his authority. Alan is a CAA Licenced Aircraft Engineer with approvals for BGA and PF A
maintenance.

Oxygen refills are available for a fee payable to DGC, Contact nominated persons detailed in the clubhouse.
Barograph calibrations are also available (usually

on Thursdays)

for a fee. Contact Alan Middleton.

GENERAL FLYING RULES

RUNWAYS
The North runway is for launching and the South runway is for landing in normal operations. Don't get this
mixed up - it really is quite simple. However, during a busy period of landings, any of the runways that are
clear may be used and maximum effort will be put into clearing all runways as quickly as possible.
The yellow lines at right angles across the runways are to mark the useable runway threshold. The diagonal
yellow lines delineate the grass strips. They should not be used as a reference for the circuit and
approach.
The grass runway 12/30 is available for landing only. When landing on Rwy 30, gliders should aim to stop
before reaching the intersection of 27 south. When landing on Rwy12, gliders should aim to touch down just
beyond the intersection of 09 south . In all cases pilots must give a radio call and be aware of any potential
traffic that may be on approach to 09/27.
The use of former runway 23 is now discontinued however the grass area that lies 05/23 will be
maintained for EMERGENCY purposes i.e launch failure , or low circuit . In all cases pilots must
give a radio call and be aware of any potential traffic that may be on approach to 09/27. Ideally
landing on the area to the south of the tarmac runways
Ensure a forward signaller is positioned prior to launching. A runner is to hold the down-wind wingtip.
On landing, roll to the end of the runway, to allow following gliders to land . Remember this - for every foot
short of the yellow line at the end of the runway when you come to a standstill, you must buy the CFI a
large measure of (malt) whisky.

AIRFIELD OPERATI0NS

Due to the confined nature of the airfield, it is essential for everyone to show utmost consideration to each
other. The slightest hiccup during ground handling will very quickly bring the operation to a standstill.

First, and foremost, it is essential that pilots roll to the very end of the runway each and every time they land,
leaving the entire run behind them for others to land. If you cannot do this, you must practice, in a 2-seater with
a DGC instructor, until you can.

When a glider has landed, it must be cleared as quickly as possible to prevent too large a backlog on the
runway. Bear in mind that, with up to 30 gliders operating, and possibly landing in a short space of time in
deteriorating weather, speed is of the essence. In the event a mass landing all crews and Pilots on the ground
should be on hand to help clear gliders irrespective of whether it is theirs or not .

Towing of gliders is restricted to the designated tow track not the runways. If the track becomes blocked, wait
until it is clear or ideally, help to clear it . A glider maneuvered towards the runway to pass a badly parked glider
will effectively block the runway.
Gliders are to be quickly cleared, well away from the runway, by hand, before hitching to a car.
Park gliders well clear and to the north of the tow track
Park cars in the car park particularly if gliding is operated from the west end as it is very restricted. If you are
towing up from the eastern end and the launch area is congested wait opposite the trailer park area until the
areas is clear or you are bought forward by Duty Pilot /Launch marshal.
When operating from the East end, all cars are to be parked along the fence by the layby

OVERSHOOT FIELDS IN EVENT OF LAUNCH FAILURE
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Circuits
When returning from a soaring flight, listen to the radio for circuit traffic. Do
not continue your descent if the circuit is busy. Try to avoid bunching in the
circuit - it only aggravates any problems with ground handling later on.
The recommended arrival height overhead is 1500’ this will give you time to
assess the circuit and conditions, complete checks and make any necessary
calls to crews etc prior to landing.
If in doubt check with the Duty Instructor on conditions who will advise
accordingly. Downwind calls are mandatory
Left hand circuits when the wind is straight down the runway
If there is any crosswind, the circuit is to be flown on the downwind side
whether this may be left or right hand. Failure to observe this rule may result
in flying in extremely turbulent conditions
Additional Reading
In the back of the folder folder is a variety of helpful, additional information on
flying at Aboyne . All of it is extremely useful and of very high safety value, to
local members and visitors alike. If you have any further questions or require
further briefings, please ask a local instructor for help.

N
NORMAL CIRCUITS
CIRCUITS ARE TO BE LEFT HAND IF THERE IS NO DISCERNIBLE CROSS WIND
CIRCUIT WITH A WIND FROM THE WEST SHOWN.
CHANGE YOUR REFERENCE POINT WITH WIND STRENGTH TO ENABLE A ROLL TO
THE END OF THE RUNWAY.
NOTE: THE YELLOW LINE IS A THRESHOLD MARK NOT A REFERENCE POINT.

REDUCE EXCESS HEIGHT ON THE BASE LEG
USING AIRBRAKES.

_____

GLIDERS
TUGS
WINGS LEVEL 300ft MINIMUM

800-900ft

SOO-600ft ------..
DOWNWIND LEG SOKts MINIMUM

..------------

VARY WITH WIND STRENGTH

TUG CIRCUIT NORMALLY OUTSIDE GLIDERS

2 FIELDS MAXIMUM

...•

CIRCUIT WITH A SOUTH TO SOUTH WESTERLY WIND
A NORMAL CIRCUIT SHOULD BE ATTEMPTED, BUT THE TIPS ON THIS
PAGE SHOULD BE NOTED.

AT THIS POINT THE CIRCUIT IS LIKELY TO BE HIGH AND
CLOSE.
ADJUST WITH AIRBRAKES AS
NECESSARY

SOD-900ft

c__~

300 ft MINIMUM
SOUTH WESTERLY WINDS CAN PRODUCE SEVERE TURBULENCE
IF YOU FEEL THAT IT IS TOO TURBULENT FOR YOUR EXPERIENCE
BE PREPARED TO DIVERT TO TARLANP IF ADVISED.

N
CIRCUIT IN NORTH TO NORTH WESTERLY WINDS.

IN SEVERE NORTH WESTERLY
WINDS IT MAY BE NECESSARY
TO USE THE GRASS RUNWAY.

USE AIRBRAKES TO
ADJUST HEIGHT

800-900ft

RIDGE

HEAVY SINK IS POSSffiLE IN THE CIRCUIT
ON DAYS WHEN WAVE IS PREVELANT.
THIS CORNER IS PARTICULARL Y SUSCEPTffiLE TO
SINK.

AIRSPACE
Familiarise yourself with the ICAO Sheet 2150 ABCD Y 1/2mil Scotland, Orkney & Shetland
chart. You can purchase a copy of the current edition from the office.
Generally, airspace is not a problem in Scotland . However, there a few things that to bear in mind
when flying here
Aberdeen CTA (Class D)
Starts 1.5nm to the East of the airfield, at the A93/B9094 junction in Aboyne village, from which it
extends 020 to lnsch at the A96/B992 junction, and 2000 to the edge of Airway P600. Vertical
dimensions are 3000ft ALT - FL 115 reducing to SFC - FL 115 in the C':'R (Class D), which
surrounds Aberdeen Airport. Contact Aberdeen Approach (119.05 for clearance in the Aberdeen
Class D airspace.)
CLASS E Airway N560
N560 Airway has recently replaced the Class F advisory route between Inverness and Glagow
and is now a Transponder Mandatory Zone. Entry is permitted if you have a S band without the
need to contact Inverness. A radio call to Inverness should also allow you entry if you have no
Transponder
P600
Airway P600 extends out 'from the CT A aligned with Aberdeen and Perth VOR's at approximately
040/220°, At Perth it takes a dog-leg to approximately ,050/230° to align with Glasgow VOR until it
melts into the Scottish TMA. Vertical dimensions are FL55 - FL245 from the edge of Aberdeen
CTA for 4nm, rising to FL65 - FL245 for most
of the remainder. Gliders may cross P600 (Class A) subject to the restrictions of a Local Operating
Agreement, a copy of which is contained in the next section.
Airspace above FL245 is permanent IFR (Class B). Gliders may only climb above this level within
designated areas and subject to an agreed procedure, details of which are contained in the next
section.
For use of all airspace clearance procedures, a RTFOL is required. All clearances must be logged
via the DOC airspace representative (currently the CFI). Forms are kept in the office.

Should you be refused a clearance, do not argue with the controller in
flight. He/she must have proper justification for denial in accordance
with instructions in the Manual of Air Traffic Services. "Current
workload" does not necessarily constitute "proper justification". Ask
for the controller's initials, get a time check and submit a complaint,
through the DGC airspace representative, as soon as you land. This
will not help you at the time, but it will send the right messages to the
control agencies. Forms are kept in the office.
Military low level traffic frequently transits to the East and West of
the airfield. Be particularly vigilant when low on the ridges to the
West of the airfield, or when ducking under the CTA.

Enclosure 1: ATS Route N560 Base Flight Level Revisions between FOYLE and INBAS
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DGC: Airspace
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From: Mike Whyment (mail@mikewhyment.com)
Sent: 04 August 201508:33:13
To:
Dear All,

AMENDMENT

TO RESTRICTED AREA EG R610 A/B/C/D

COMPLEX (THE HIGHLANDS).

RESTRICTION OF FLYING REGULATIONS MADE UNDER ARTICLE 96 OF AIR
NAVIGATION ORDER 2005 FOR THE SCOTTISH HIGHLANDS AREA IS REVOKED WITH
IMMEDIATE EFFECT'.
ALL RESTRICTIONS RELATING TO THIS AREA ARE CANCELLED. THE AREA WILL
BE RE-ESTABLISHED AND PROMULGATED WITH ADEQUATE WARNING TIME BY
NOTAM WHEN REQUIRED FOR OPERATIONAL LOW-FLYING TRAINING, WHEN
ACTIVATED ACCESS MAY BE AVAILABLE BY PRIOR COORDINATION WITH UK LOW
FLYING BOOKING CELL (UKLFBC). THE AREA WILL REMAIN ON ALL RELEVANT
CHARTS TO AID NAVIGATION WHEN ESTABLISHED. LISTING IN UK AlP ENR 5.1
WILL BE AMENDED

TO OUTLINE PROCEDURES FOR ESTABLISHMENT

AND

NOTIFICATION.
14-06-0730/ AS6

https://dubI30.mail.Jive.comlollmail.mvclPrintMessages?mkt=en-gb

04/08/2015

.•.•.•.••..•.•.••
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/\/AT.S
Amendment~.for

AERONAUTICAL

INFORMATION

SERVICE

Scotland.~ Edition: 30, 13/11/2014

The chart updates listed below are collected from a number of sources, and considered to be as reliable
as possible. The Civil Aviation Authority whilst exercising great care in the compilation of this information,
will not be responsible either for the accuracy or omissions therein. In the interests of safety, reference
should always be made to the UK AlP, AICs, NOTAMs and Pre Flight Information Bulletins.
Chart users should

refer to the latest UK AlP ENR 5.4 Electronic

Route Air Navigation

Data File for the current

list of En-

Obstacles.

.C:~<;lr:t ...a.-"-~.E!..r:'~.'!.'.E!.Il!.~._<;l!~E!.<;l~Y...~t.!E!.9.t.iy'~
• C:~<;lr:ta._n:'E!.r:'~'!.'.E!.Il!~.YE!..t!~!>~c:2'!.'E!.~t.!E.l.9.iy'~
Amendments already effective
Reference

Effective

Details of Amendment

0000

13/11/2014

New Edition
The latest edition of this VFR Chart will be/was released on 13 November
2014, and will be available for purchase from the usual stockists from this
date. At this point amendments listed on this website are only applicable to
the latest edition.

134003

19/11/2014

ATS ROUTE Y904
Amend vertical limits between 573428.67N 0022713.91W
VORJDME (WIK) at 582731.74N 0030601.33Wfrom

132408

15/12/2014

and WICK

'FL75+' to 'FL75-FL 155'.

ENR 5.5 - GLIDER SITES
DRUMS HADE, Kirriemuir, Angus
Delete glider site at 563838N 0030126W with an elevation of 230 fl amsl and
max. all. of 2.3.

143907

08/01/2015

ENR 5.5 - TRAINING AERODROMES

& UNUSUAL ACTIVITIES

Introduction of training aerodromes and aerodromes with unusual activities.
The Training Aerodrome symbol will be the same as the Glider Site symbol,
but with a

or

in place of the 'G'. The Unusual Activities symbol will likewise

use 'U' instead of 'G'. See list
154751

05/0212015

~.ll.E!l. for

further details.

DANGER AREA COMPLEX EG 0701 Hebrides
See

b.ll.E!l. for

details on changes to 0701, D701A, D701B, D701C, 07010

and D701E.
064140

09/02/2015

ATS ROUTE N560
Change vertical limits on text labels at 562600N 0041300W and 561200N
0043000W from "FL55+" to "5500'+".

085412

28/04/2015

ABERDEEN ATSU OFFSHORE AREA OF RESPONSIBILITY
1:250,000 Sheet 2 North Scotland East- Legend Note 2
1:500,000 Scotland - Legend Note 9
Change 'W5D' to read 'Y905'
Change 'W4D' to read 'Y904'.

143000

08/05/2015

http://www.nats-uk.ead-it.com/public/index.php%3Foption=com_

nats _vfr&Itemid=3 ...

04/09/2015

NATS I AlS - Home

- -0'- -

---

ATS ROUTE W9850
Remove boxed notice relating to ATS route W985D east of Benbecula at
572700N 0070000W as this airway no longer exists.
094140

03/06/2015

CHART LEGEND
PRE-FLIGHT INFORMATION for certain Danger Areas
Delete the following text: "Information on notifiable activities can also be
obtained H24 from AIS Heathrow, Tel: 020 8750 3773/3774."
Note in some instances the text reads-: "BRIEFING INFORMATION
Information on notifiable activities can also be obtained H24 from AIS
Heathrow, Tel: 020 8750 3773/3774." In this instance, delete in toto.

123610

25106/2015

AERODROME TRAFFIC ZONES (ATZ)
Remove Wyton ATZ.
Change the following frequencies:
Kinloss - delete 119.350, insert 123.300
Lossiemouth - delete 119.350; insert 123.300

110358

30/06/2015

AERODROME TRAFFIC ZONES (ATZ)
This amendment cancels part of amendment Ref. 123610 effective
25/06/2015.

The frequency for Kinloss and Lossiemouth is to remain as 119.350.
134256

23/07/2015

ATS ROUTE N560 - LEGEND NOTES
Add note as follows:
11. Other than when notified during large scale Military Exercises such as
Joint Warrior, with effect from 23 July 2015 the revised base flight levels of
N560 are as follows: FOYLE to ERSON - FL 195, ERSON to INBAS - FL 125.
Also see ~"l.r."l.for details, and .~~r."l.for download version.

132120

23/07/2015

ATS ROUTE N560
The base flight levels between FOYLE (560834N 0042256W), ERSON
(562748N 0041824W) and INBAS (564200N 0041459W) are revised as
follows: FOYLE to ERSON - FL195, ERSON to INBAS - FL 125. For more
information, see

~~r..~'

Amendments yet to become effective
No Amendments

http://www.nats_uk.ead_it.com/public/index.php%3Foption=com_

nats_ vfr&Itemid=3...

04/09/2015

CAUTION: Please be aware that when printing these cards that the scale bars may be inaccurate.
Users should check their printed copy against the chart prior to use.
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NAUTICAL MILES

20

125.000
123.800
129.750
120.605
122.900
118.700
118.025
130.450
118.800
118.400
123.150
122.100
118.300 118.300
125.300
119.225
118.900
118.050
119.800
118.150
123.600
123.500 123.500
118.250
122.700
130.350
119.700 119.700

0

Monitor
121.200
119.100

MORSE CODE AND ICAO PHONETIC ALPHABET
A
B
C
D
E
F
G
H
I

Alpha
Bravo
Charlie
Delta
Echo
Foxtrot
Golf
Hotel
India

A
B
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D
E
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J
K
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Juliett
Kilo
Lima
Mike
November
Oscar
Papa
Quebec
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S
T
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V
W
X
Y
Z

Sierra
Tango
Uniform
Victor
Whiskey
X-ray
Yankee
Zulu

S
T
U
V
W
X
Y
Z

DANGER AREA CROSSING SERVICE (DACS) is available for certain Danger
Areas. The relevant areas (identified on the chart by the prefix †) and Unit
Contact Frequencies to be used are shown below. For availability of the
services see UK AIP ENR 5.1.
D703 ...................................... TAIN RANGE 122.750Mz; OUTSIDE TIMES
SCOTTISH INFORMATION 134.850MHz
DANGER AREA ACTIVITY INFORMATION SERVICE (DAAIS) is available for
certain Danger Areas shown on the chart (identified on the chart by the
prefix §). The Nominated Air Traffic Service Units (NATSU) to be used are
shown below. See UK AIP ENR 1.1.
Pilots are advised to assume that a Danger Area is active if no reply is
received from the appropriate NATSU.
D513, D513B .............................. SCOTTISH INFORMATION 119.875MHz
✽D604 ........................................ LEUCHARS APP 123.300MHz
D701, D701A, D701B,
D701C & D701E ......................... SCOTTISH INFORMATION 127.275MHz
✽D702 ................................... INVERNESS TOWER 122.600MHz or
SCOTTISH INFORMATION 129.225MHz
✽D703 ........................................ TAIN RANGE 122.750MHz
D710 ........................................... SCOTTISH INFORMATION 127.275MHz
D801, D802 & D803, D809(N),
D809(C) & D809(S) ................ SCOTTISH INFORMATION 129.225MHz
Danger Areas whose identification numbers are prefixed with an asterisk (✽)
contain airspace subject to byelaws which prohibit entry during the period of
activity. See UK AIP ENR 1.1.

Other useful websites and contacts:
NOTAM briefings: www.ais.org.uk
Preflight Information Bulletins (PIB):
www.nats.co.uk/nats-services/pre-flight-information-bulletins/
AIS Information Line: Details of Restricted Areas (Temporary),
Airspace Upgrades, Emergency Restrictions of Flying and Red
Arrow flights can be obtained on +44(0)1489 887515. Pilots are
advised to call this number for up to the minute briefings prior to
all flights.
AIS Duty Officer: +44(0)1489 612488/612489 (H24)
VALIDITY OF AERONAUTICAL INFORMATION
Aeronautical information on this card includes relevant changes
notified by UK AIP AMENDMENTS published up to AIRAC 05/2016
(28 Apr 16).
Updates to the VFR charts are currently available at: www.ais.org.uk.
Users are requested to refer corrections to this document to:
Aeronautical Information Management
Mailbox 6, NATS
Swanwick Centre
Sopwith Way
Southampton, SO31 7AY
email: vfrcharts@nats.co.uk
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Code
0440
2620

Edinburgh
Glasgow

* Scottish Information 127.275
** Scottish Information 119.875/124.500

NAUTICAL MILES

NAUTICAL MILES

LISTENING SQUAWKS (For SSR Operating Procedures see UK AIP ENR 1.6)

If unable to establish
contact outside times

5

10

SAFETYCOM FREQUENCY 135.475
LOWER AIRSPACE RADAR SERVICE (LARS) (See UK AIP ENR 1.6)
Leuchars
126.500
Lossiemouth
119.350

UK FREE-FALL PARACHUTE DROP ZONE ACTIVITY.
The Nominated Air Traffic Service Units (NATSU) and relevant site
frequencies to be used are listed below. See UK AIP ENR 1.1 and ENR 5.5. Pilots
are advised to assume the Drop Zone is active if no information can be
obtained.
Drop Zone
NATSU
Aerodrome Freq.
Errol
Scottish Information
119.875**
A/G
129.900
Fife
Edinburgh App.
121.200
A/G
130.450
Strathallan
Scottish Information
119.875**
A/G
129.900

SCALE 1:250,000

SCALE 1:500,000

A/G

0

135.375
126.600
128.600
127.000
125.725

AFIS

118.075
119.200 119.200

NAUTICAL MILES

VOLMET FREQUENCIES
LONDON
MAIN
LONDON
NORTH
LONDON
SOUTH
DUBLIN
SCOTTISH

TWR
118.100

5

INDICATOR RAD/APP
EGPD 119.050
EGPR
EGPL
119.200
EGEL
EGEY
EGEA
EGPG
EGPN 122.900
EGED
EGPH 121.200
EGEF
EGPJ
EGPF
119.100
EGEG
EGPE 122.600
EGPI
EGEI
EGQK 119.350
EGPA
118.300
EGET
EGQL 123.300
EGQS 119.350
EGEN
EGEO
EGEP
EGPT
EGPK 129.450
EGES
EGPM 131.000
EGPO 123.500
EGER
EGPB 131.300
EGPU
EGPW
EGEW
EGPC 119.700
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SCOTLAND - FREQUENCY REFERENCE CARD - AIRAC 05/2016 (28 Apr 16)
AERODROME
Aberdeen/Dyce
Barra
Benbecula
Coll
Colonsay
Culter Heliport
Cumbernauld
Dundee
Eday
Edinburgh
Fair Isle
Fife
Glasgow
Glasgow City Heliport
Inverness
Islay
Isle of Skye/Broadford
Kinloss
Kirkwall
Lerwick Tingwall
Leuchars
Lossiemouth
North Ronaldsay
Oban
Papa Westray
Perth/Scone
Prestwick
Sanday
Scatsta
Stornoway
Stronsay
Sumburgh
Tiree
Unst
Westray
Wick

CONVERSION TABLE
METRES FEET/METRES FEET
1
10
50
100
500
1000

3·281
32·8
164·0
328·1
1640·4
3280·8

Civil Aviation
Authority

ABOYNE 130.1

15
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0·305
3·1
15·2
30·5
152·4
304·8

© Copyright Civil Aviation Authority AIRAC 05/2016 (28 Apr 16)

ANNEX

C

Aboyne Gliding Area

Effective: 10th March 2011
Annex C describes the TRA (G) airspace which is accessible by the
DeesideGliding Club (Aboyne) and the procedures for entry thereto. Maps
are displayed on page C3.

1.

AIRSPACE

1.1

The Deeside Gliding Club (Aboyne) has the authority to request
activation of the following TRA (G) by contacting the Scottish AC
(Prestwick) Operations Supervisor who shall in turn coordinate with
their military colleague.

Aboyne Area

571700N 0025300W
571216N 0023532W
565301N 0030005W
565730N 0031500W
571700N 0025300W

-

Vertical Limits:
FL195to FL240

2.

GENERAL PROCEDURES

2.1

Operations within TRA (G) shall be conducted under Visual Flight
Rules (VFR). Access arrangements and VMC minima for glider
access to TRA (G) are published in AlP ENR 1.1.1.8 para 9.
Activation of a TRA (G) for glider activity does not preclude VFR
operations within that area by other traffic.

2.2

The Aboyne Area can be activated on any given day after
consultation with the Scottish AC (Prestwick) Operations Supervisor
and their military counterpart.

2.3

This area can only be activated during daylight hours.

2.4

ATC may provide a Basic Service to aircraft within an active lower
TRA (G). The responsibility for collision avoidance shall rest entirely
with the pilots in accordance with the Rules of the Air. A Basic
Service ~may be available, subject to workload, from Scottish
Controlo"n frequency 124.5 MHz.

2.5

When within an active TRA (G), FL240 and below, any glider pilot
not accepting a Basic Service shall monitor frequency 130.1MHz.

C-l

NATS/MOD/BGA (TRA (G)s) LoA 10/03/11 Annex C
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2.6

When the Aboyne Area is activated, Scottish AC (Prestwick) and
ScATCC(Mil)shall not allow IFR traffic to transit the TRA (G) at the
levels reserved for TRA (G) activation. Additionally, Scottish AC
(Prestwick) and ScATCC(Mil) shall not allow IFR traffic to operate
within 5nm of the edge of an activated TRA (G). There may be
instances, such as an emergency, when IFR traffic may be required
to transit an active TRA (G). In such circumstances the Scottish AC
(Prestwick) Operations Supervisor shall endeavour to close the TRA
(G) through telephone with the operating club and through relayed
transmissions on the appropriate gliding frequency.
NOTE: Activity of the ABOYNEarea may impact adversely on the
operation of IFR traffic within the adjacent airspace of P600
between FL190 and FL240.

2.7

Once activated, ATC shall treat the airspace as an active TRA (G)
until closure of the airspace is confirmed by telephone or the
agreed end time has elapsed.

2.8

Transponder equipped gliders should squawk 7006 when operating
above FL195 unless allocated a specific squawk by ATC.

2.9

Contact phone numbers:
Scottish AC (Prestwick)
Operations Supervisor
ScATCC(Mil)

01294 655300
01294 655180

,, Deeside Gliding Club (Aboyne) 01339 885339

NATS/MoD/BGA

(TRA (G)s) LoA 10/03/11
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DEESIDE

GLIDING

CLUB

(ABERDEENSHIRE) UMITED
Registered Office:
Aboyne Airfield, Dinnet. ABOYNE. Aberdeensh~e. AB34 5LB
TELEPHONE: dFFICE
MEMBERS
TELEFAX

(013398) 85339
(013398) 85354
(013398) 85339

Company RegisteredIn Scotland No. 34867

VAT Reg. No. 267 395,5 18

Class C Airspace Instructions
Short Form

Glider Access Instructions to Class C Airspace, Temporary Reserved Areas (Gliding) - TRA (G)

Gliders operating out of Aboyne may access Ciass C Airspace by complying with the following Instructions.
[Detailed, Letter of Agreement is attached with coordinates of TRA boxes and maps.]

There are 5 TRAs.
(l)Scottish Upper Area (North)

(3)Scottish Lower Area (North)

(2)Scottish Upper Area (South)

(4)Scottish Lower Area (South)

(5)Aboyne Area

General Procedure
•

Operations conducted under Visual Flight Rules (VFR)

•

FL240 and below glider pilots shall monitor frequency 130.1

•

FL240 and below, ATC may provide a FIS. Contact 124.5

•

Above FL240, Military will provide a FIS.

•

Gliders may be required to vacate TRAs in, e.g. emergencies. Advice will be communicated by tel. call to
the Club or by radio by the military.

•

Transponder equipped gliders squawk 7006 above FL195 unless allocated a specific squawk.

•

Contact Numbers. Scottish ATC (Civil) 01292 692763

"
Aboyne TRA

)

(FL 195 - FL240)

•

May be activated on any day after consultation with the Scottish ATC, Civil Supervisor.

•

Availability and time frame to activate will be advised by the Scottish ATC, Civil Supervisor.

DEESIDE

GLIDING

CLUB

(ABERDEENSHIRE)UMITED
Regisiered Office:
Aboyne Airfield, Dinnet, ABOYNE, Aberdeenshire, AB34 5LB
TELEPHONE: OFFICE
MEMBERS
TELEFAX

(013398) 85339
(013398) 85354
(013398) 85339
VAT Reg.

Company Regislered in Scolland No. 34867

No. 267 3955

18

Scottish Uj)J)er Area (North)

(FL240 - FL270)

S~c9JtishLower Area (NoJ1tl}

(FL195-FL240)

Scottish Up-l!.erArea (Soutt1l

(FL240 - Unlimited)

Scottish Lower Area~outh)

(FL195-FL240)

•

Weekends and English Public Holidays only - Contact Scottish Civil Supervisor to aclivate.

•

In the event that Upper Air Space is required to close. the Military Supervisor will advise gliders on the
gliding frequency to vacate the area.

•

In the event that Lower Air Space is required to close. Tile Civil Supervisor will contact effected clubs by
phone and through relayed messages on the gliding frequency.

•

If more than one Scottish Club activates an area, Scottish and the Miiitary will co-ordinate the requests and
shall promulgate the activity from the eariiest activation to the iatest de-activation request.

•

Availability and time frame to activate will be advised by the Scottish ATC. Civil Supervisor.

Please refer to "Leiter of Agreement,

Mike Law
Chief Flying Instructor
Deeside Gliding Club

Airspace

Sharing" for complete

details.

~1
-/
/,
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•

LETTER OF AGREEMENT
between

NA TS EN-ROUTE
(NERL)

BRITISH GLIDING
ASSOCIATION (BGA)

LTD
and

MINISTRY
MOD

of DEFENCE

RELATING
Airspace sharing agreements
Areas (Gliding) (TRA(G».

I.

TO

in regard to activation of Temporary

Reserved

I'URrOSI~
This document and the attached annexes define Temporary Reserved Areas
(Gliding), (TRA (G», which exist within UK airspace and are designed to
allow glider operations under Visual Flight Rules (VFR) above FLl95 within
Class C airspace. Access arrangements between specific clubs and
NATS/MOD are detailed in the appropriate appendices.

2.

DEFINITIONS

2.1

"Official day"
The Air Navigation Order 2000, Article 129 of the Order defines 'day' as the
time from half an hour before sunrise to half an hour after sunset (both times
exclusive), sunrise and sunset being defined at surface level.

2.2

"Glider"
For the purpose of this LOA glider shall mean Glider or Motor Glider in
soaring flight.

2.3

'Temporary

Reserved Area (TRAY'

"A Temporary Reserved Area is a defined volume of airspace normally under
the jurisdiction of one aviation authority and temporarily reserved, by
common agreement, for the specific use by another aviation authority and
through which traffic may be allowed to transit under an ATS authority."

BGA LoA
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2.3, I

"Temporary Reserved Area (Gliding), TRA(G)"
A Temporary Reserved Area defined and approved by the Civil Aviation
Authority (CAA), Directorate of Airspace Policy (DAP), which allows VFR
glider operations above FL 195 within Class C airspace. Non transponder
equipped gliders operating above FL 195 may only operate within an active
TRA(G).

3.

AIRSPACE
The controlling authorities, gliding elubs and TRA(G) definitions with specific
access rules can be found in the annexes of this document as described below:

TRA (G)
Scottish Upper
Areas, North and
South

Controlling

Authol'ity

Scottish ACC
Civil/Military

Gliding Club

Annex

Dceside Gliding
Club (Aboyne)
Scottish Gliding
Union
(Portmoak)

Scottish Lower
Area, North

A
Highland
Gliding Club
( Easterton)

Scottish Lower
Area, South

Cairngorm
Gliding Club
(Feshicbridge)
Scottish Gliding
Union
(Portmoak)

Portmoak Area

Scottish ACC
Civil/Military

Aboyne Arca

Scottish ACC
Civil/Military

Deeside Gliding
Club (Aboyne)

Northern Ireland
Area

Scottish ACC
Civil/Military

Northumbria
Areas
Spadeadam Areas

Scottish ACC
Civil/Military
Scottish ACC
Civil/Military

Ulster Gliding
Club
(Bellarena)
Borders Gliding
Club (Millfield)
Northumbria
Gliding Club

Page A-2
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ANNEX A

Annex A describes the TRA(G) airspace which is jointly accessible by the
Deeside Gliding Club (Aboyne), the Scottish Gliding Union (Portmoak), the
Highland Gliding Club ( Easterton), the Cairngorm Gliding Club
(Feshiebridge) and the procedures for entry thereto: Maps are displayed on
pages A4.

1.

AIRSPACE

1.1

Any of the four gliding clubs, named above, have the authority to request
activation of the following TRA (G) by contacting the Scottish civil supervisor
who shall in turn coordinate with their respective military colleague.

Scottish Upper Area
(North)

Scottish Upper Area
(South)

Scottish Lower Area
(North)

Scottish Lower Area
(South)

Pagc A-6

574000N 0034148W 574000N 0025518W 572852N 0022517W 57115JN 0024717W571801N 0034732W574000N 0034148W
571801N 0034732W571151N 0024717W565119N 0031318W 570514N 0035049W 57J801NOO34732W
574000N 0034148W574000N 0025518W572852N 0022517W 565119N 0031318W570514N 0035049W574000N 0034148W
570514N 0035049W565119N 00313J8W563302N 0033557W 562408N 0035258W 562144N 0040142W570514N 0035049W

16/03/2()()7

Vertical Limits:
FL240 to FL270

Vertical Limits:
FL240 to UNL

Vertical Limits:
FL 195 to FL240

'lI'

Vertical Limits:
FLl95 to FL240

BGALoA

2.

GENERAL PROCEOURES

2.1

Operations within TRA(G) shall be conducted under Visual Flight Rules
(VFR). Access arrangements and VMC minima for glider access to TRA(G)
are published in All' ENR 1.1.1.8 para 9. Activation of a TRA(G) for glider
activity does not preclude VFR operations within that area by other traffic.

2.2

These areas can only be activated at wcckends and on English Public holidays

2.3

These areas can only be activated during daylight hours

2.4

When within an active TRA (G), FL240 and below; glider pilots shall monitor
frequency 130.1 MHz.

2.5

ATC may provide a FIS to aircraft within an active lower TRA(G). The
responsibility for collision avoidance shall rest entirely with the pilots in
accordance with the Rules ofthc Air.

2.6

When operating above FL240 in the Scottish upper gliding areas Scottish
military shall provide a Flight information Scrvice in accordance with the
procedures in All' ENR 1.1.1.8 para 9.4.

2.7

When TRA(G) are activated Scottish civil and military ATC shall not allow
IFR traffic to transit the TRA(G) at the levels reserved for TRA(G) activation.
Additionally Scottish civil and military ATC shall not allow IFR traffic to
operate within Snm of the edge of an activated TRA(G).There may be
instances, such as an emergency, when IrR traffic may be required to transit
an active TRA(G). In such circumstances the Scottish civil ATC supervisor
shall endeavour to close the TRA(G). The supervisor will attempt to close a
TRA(G) Lower through telephone with the operating clubs and through
relayed transmissions on the appropriate gliding frequency. The Military
supervisor shall ensure that a TRA(G) Upper is closed by instructing gliders
on the military frequency to vacate the area.

2.8

Transponder equipped gliders should squawk 7006 when operating above
FL195 unless allocated a specific squawk by ATC

2.9

Any of the four clubs may activate the TRA(G) described abovc.lfa TRA(G)
has been activated and a subsequent request for activation is received from a
another club, the Civil ATC supervisor shall inform that club of the current
activation period. The supervisor shall then coordinate the subsequent
activations with the Military supervisor. During multiple activations of a
TRA(G) the Scottish civil and military ATC supervisors shall promulgate the
TRA(G) activity from the earliest activation to the latest notified de-activation
time. The TRA(G) will be assumed active within these time periods unless
notification has been received by phone of closure of activity from ALL clubs
operating in the airspace that day.

BGA LoA
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2.10

Contact phone numbers:
Scottish ATC (Civil)

01292 692763

Scottish ATC (Mil)

01292 692361

Deeside GC (Aboyne)

01339 885339

SGU (Porlmoak)

01592 840543

Highland GC (Easlerton)

01343 860272

Cairngorm GC (Feshiebridge)

01540651317

16/03/2007

SCOTTISH

UPPER AREA NORTH AND SOUTH
GLIDING AREAS

QS

QK
,

INS

PE

SHO

Scottish Upper Area
(North)
FL240-FL270

po

Scottish Upper Area
(South)
FL240-UNL

PN, ,
QL

PJ -

PH.:~

BGALoA
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SCOTTISH LOWER AREA NORTH AND SOUTH
GLIDING AREAS

as

EASTERTON

,\) INS

Scottish Lower Area
(North]

~DAVOT

FLl9S-FL240
., GUSSI
,',NESDI

FESHIEBRIDGE

ABOYNE

~ LAGAV

Scottish Lower Area
(South)
FL19S-FL240

.-, ERSON

PH,_ •
."Z)PTH

PT .

aL

PORTMOAKpJ' •.

FOYLE

PGC-'

GOW_~ __

BGALoA
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ANNEX C
Annex C describes the TRA(G) airspace which is accessible by the Deeside
Gliding Club (Aboyne) and the procedures for entry thereto, Maps are
displayed in page C3,

1.

AIRSPACE

I, I

The Deeside Gliding Club (Aboyne) has the authority to request activation of
the following TRA (G) by contacting the Scottish civil supervisor who shall in
turn coordinate with his military colleague,
._.-

AboyneArea

571700N
571216N
56530lN
565730N
571700N

0025300W 0023532W0030005W 0031500W 0025300W

Vertical Limits:
FL 195 to FL240

2.

GENERAL PROCEDURES

2, I

Operations within TRA(G) shall be conducted under Visual Flight Rules
(VFR). Access arrangements and VMC minima for glider access to TRA(G)
are published in All' ENR 1,1.1,8 para 9 Activation of a TRA(G) for glider
activity does not preclude VFR operations within that area by other traffic.

2.2

The Aboyne Area can be activated on any given day after consultation with
the Scottish Civil Supervisor and his military counterpart.

2.3

This area can only be activated during daylight hours

2.4

When within an active TRA (G), FL240 and below, glider pilots shall monitor
frequency 130,1 MHz,

2,5

ATC may provide a FIS to aircraft within an active lower TRA(G). The '\ ~.
responsibility for collision avoidance shall rest entirely with the pilots in
accordance with the Rules of the Air.

I3GA LoA
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2.6

When the Aboyne Area is activated Scottish civil and military ATC shall not
allow IFR traffic to transit the TRA(G) at the levels reserved for TRA(G)
activation. Additionally Scottish civil and military ATC shall not allow IFR
traffic to operate within 5nm of the edgc of an activated TRA(G). There may
be instances, such as an emergency, when IfoRtraffic may be required to
transit an active TRA(G). In such circumstances the Scottish civil ATC
supervisor shall endeavour to close the TRA(G) through telephone with the
operating club and through relayed transmissions on the appropriate gliding
frequency.

2.7

Transponder equipped gliders should squawk 7006 when operating above
fo1195 unless allocated a specific squawk by ATC

2.8

Contact phone numbers:
Scottish ATC (Civil)
Scottish ATC (Mil)

01292 692763
01292 692361

Deeside Gliding club (Aboyne)

01339885339

Page C-2
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, LETTER of AGREEMENT
between

SCOTTISH AIR TRAFFIC
CONTROL CENTRE
(MILITARY) (ScATCC(MiI))

NATS En-route Ltd (NERL)
SCOTTISH AREA CONTROL
CENTRE (ScACC)

and

and
The
BRITISH GLIDING
ASSOCIATION

RELATING TO
Procedures to allow glider traffic operating under the provisions of this leller of Agreement
access to Airways PGOO and B226 for the purpose of crossing Class A Controlled Airspace

Effective: 15 March 2007

1,

PURPOSE

1.1

The purpose of this Letter of Agreement (LoA) is to define procedures which will permit ATC
controllers at the NATS Scottish Area Control Centre (ScACC) to allow glider traffic
operating under the provisions of lhis LoA access to Airways P600 and 8226 for the
purpose of crossing ClasS A Controiled Airspace.

12

This LoA is in addition\to the LoA for weekend delegation of P600 which is held by the
Scottish Gliding Union (SGU) at Portmoak. The appropriate portions of this LoA are not
applicable to the area of POOO defined within the SGU LoA when it is active

2.

DEFINITIONS

2.1

"Official Day"
The Air Navigation Order 2000 ArtiCle 129 of the Order defines 'day' as the time from half
an hour before sunrise until half an hour after sunset (both times exclusive), sunrise and
sunset being determined at surface level.
~

22

"Glider"

r or Ihe purpose of this loA the term Glider shall mean Glider or Motor Glider in soaring
flight

..

P600 GJidAr crossing corridors

-,~

__ ._---------_._-------lSi" of March 2007
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3.

DESCRiPTION 01' AIRSPACE
The dimensions of controlled airspace (CAS) covered by this LoA are as follows.
The following airspace is notified for the purpose of Rule 2H2) of the Rules of the Air
Regulations 1996 (as amended) those parts of Airway P600 and B226 (Class A airspace)
within the ScoWsh Flight Iniorrnation Region (FIR) bounded by points on the edge of Airway
P600 or Airway 8226. Within that airspace. designated glider crossing corridors are
established as shown on the chari all\ppendlX 1

Area A
562149N 0034418W - 561554N 0032925W561400N 0033259W - 561400N 0040926W 562000N 0034746W - 562149N 0034418W
Area B
562948N 0032900W - 562633N 0032207W 562341N 0031445W - 561554N 0032925W562149N 0034418W - 562948N 0032900W
AreaC
563900N 0031738W • 563321 N 0030244W562341 N 0031445W - 562633N 0032207W 562948N 0032900W - 563900N 0031738W
Area 0
564838N 0030536W - 564257N 0025040W .-563321N 0030244W. 563900N 0031738W564838N 0030536W
Area E
565651N 0025515W - 565109N 0024017W-564257N 0025040W - 564838N 0030536W 565651N 0025515W

Area F
570015N 0025056W - 565433N 0023557W565109N 0024017W - 565651N 0025515W570015N 0025056w
Area G
572130N 0022334W - 571545N 0020831W565433N 0023557W - 570015N 0025056W5721 :iON 0022334W

Area X
561750N 0031827W. 561627N 0030040W560700N 0030304W - 560700N 00321 07W 561750N 0031827W

-_.._-----_ .._---------------------------_._._-~,._--_.----------------

1:;ft of March 2007

PGOO Glider cros5ing conldms
P<lge 2 of G

I
Area Y
564221 N 0031219W - 564057N 0025421W561627N 0030040W - 5i31150N 0031827W564221N 0031219W.
Note: WI7ere8226 conidors
P600 corridor.

OVP,l1fJp

P600 corridors, tile airspace is deemecf to be part of the

Note: Area G is Ilot available until ..keyhole crossing- cOllcepts tJave been proven to meet
safety requiremenrs. Tllis will be advised to all parties 011 completion
3.1

Vertical Extent
The vertical limits of the airspace atfected by this agreement are from the pubiished Airway
bases to FL 190

4.

AIRSP.ACE CLASSIFICATION
The airspace remains Class A at allllllle5.

5.

PROCEDURES
The procedures and co-ordinalion applied between ScACC. ScArcc (Mil) and the BGA
within the airspace described it, Para 3 of this LoA are detailed in the Annexes as follows:
Annexes:
A
B
C

6.

COnditions of use.
ActivatiOri and operation Of corridors.
COordination procedures.

pARTiES TO THE AGREEMENT
For the avoidance of doubt it is hereby declared that the parties to this LoA are NATS En
Route. Ltd represented by the General Manager. ScACC. the Officer Commanding Scallish
AirHaffic Control Centre (Military) [SCATCC (Mil] and the Chairman of the British Gliding
Association Airspace Committee

7.

ELIGIBILITY & OBLIGATIONS
Pilots using the procedures in this LoA must be members. or affiliated member\
BGA.

of the

The obligations placed upon individuals and organisations and the procedures detailed in
this LbA are placed in aCcordance with Rule 21 of the Rules Of The Air Regulations 1996
(as amended). Pilcits following the LoA are deemed to be Incompliance with this Rule.
Failure of an organisation to comply with the conditions specified in the LoA may result in
the withdrawal of the privileges of the LoA

8.

REVIEW OF THE PROCEDURES
A review of the LoA shall be carried out when requested by any party.

-_._---"---------~"-

....•_._------~-----------------

15!'" of March 2007
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9.

CANCELLATION
Cancellation of this LoA by any party is possible at any time, provided that the cancelling
party declares ils intention to cancel the LoA with the other parties.
The procedure detaiied in Paragraph 9 shall be lollowed and until such time as a decision is
made. this LoA will remain extant

10.

INTERPRETATION AND SETTLEMENT OF DISPUTES
Should any doubt or diverging views arise regarding the interpretation of any provision of
this LoA or ,n case of dispute regarding its application. the parlies shall endeavour to reach
a solution acceptable 10all of them
St10uid no agreement be reached. or there IS a request to cancel this LoA. each of the
parties shall refer the dispute to the UK Civil Aviation Authority. Directorate of Airspace
Policy for settlement
.

11.

AMENDMENT TO PROCEDURES
These procedures have been agreed by the undersigned. They are not to be amended
without the written agreement of the signatories. their authorised representatives or
successors.

12.

VALIDITY
This LoA is effective 15'" of March 2007 replacing the MoU dated 17'" of February 2005.

1511- of March 2007
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SIGNED

SIGNED

Wg Cdr A P PLOUT ARCHOU
Officer Commanding
Scottish Air Traffic Control Centre (MilitaIY)

R Thomson
General Manager
Scottish Oceanic 8. Area Control Centre
NATS En Route PLC

DATE

16Jl.~ .I.,;'l-

DATE

U

26/~07

SIGNED

JWilliams
Chairman
Scottish Gliding Union ltd
Portmoak

_._-----_ -----_._--------_._,-,_._---~-..'._---

..•._----..
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ANNEXA
CONDITIONS OF USE
Effective: 15'" of March 2007
Amerlded:

A.1

Pilot Briefing

A.l.1

TIle 8GA shall undertake lIlat pilots using these procedures are adequately briefed.
qualified to Bronze C with a Cross Countly endorsement as a minimum and appropriately
equipped to comply with the loA. This briefing Should be given within the 12 'month period
preceding the pilot's use of the procedures.

A. 1.2

tn particular, the BGA shall, as far as practicable, ensure that pilots using the provisions of
this loA are suitahly trained and equipped to ensure that their navigation performance
allows them to remain at all times within tile defined corridor airspace which has been
activated for them

A. 1.3

Pilots are responsible for ensuring that they have been biiefed, and have suitable training,
qualifications and equipment as detailed in this paragraph before they make use of the
provisions of thiS loA.

A,2

Radio Telephony

A.2. 1

Pilots using the procedures i,' this loA must hold a valid Radio Telephony (RTF) operators
licence and the glider must be equipped with radio equipment which is capable of
continuous RtF reception and transmission on the published P600and 8226 controlling
authOilty RTF frequency,

A,3

Mei Conditions

A.31

Crossing shall be conducted in VMC by day only, Gliders shall remain at least 1500 metres
horizontally and 1000 feet vertically from cloud and in a flight visibility of at least 8KM at all
times,

A.3.2

Sunset and sunrise tililes fOr the corridors shail be determined using the Aberdeen Airport
published times for the 0, E, F & G corridors and Edinburgh Airport published times for the
A. B, C, X, & Y corridors,

1St!, of March 2007
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ANNEX B

ACTIVATION

AND OPERATION

OF CORRIDORS

Effective 15'" oi March 2007
Amended
B.1

Activation

and Operation Of Corridors

B.1 1

When corridor activations are ilnticipated. BGA members wishing to use the corridors
should contact the ScACC ATC Watch Supervisor (ATCWS) on telephone number 01292692763 or 01292-692842 at least one hOUr in advance to pass details of the anticipated
activations including calisigns. expected number of gliders. expected times of use. etc. The
ATCWS. after consultation with the ScATCC Mil SupeiVisor. will give the representative a
briefing on any particular aspects of the operation he deems necessary (e.g. changes to
published RTF frequencies) and may give an indication of any periods when the request for
an activation of the corridor seems unlikely to be successful (e.g. due to a Royal Flight,
military activity. or predicted traffic peaks). He may suggest alternative periods where
activation would appear to be compatible with predicted IFR operations in the latter case. It
should be noted that any indications of the likely activation are not guarantees since ATC is
a dynamic operation and situations can rapidly change.

8.1.2

Glider pilots shall activate a corridor by contacting ScACC using RTF equipment on the
published controlling agency frequency for P600 or 8226 contained in the UK AlP. This is
currently 124.500 MHz.

8.1.3

During activation, the classification of the Airway remains Class A

B 1.4

ScACC and ScATCC (Mil) shali provide standard procedural or radar separation between all
other airspace uSers which are operating as General Air Traffic (GAT) or Operational Air
Traffic (OAT) within the Airways. and the active gliding corridors Gliders' pilots operating
within the corridorS Shall not be separated from each other by ATC agencies and are
responsible for providing their own separation from other gliders operating in the relevant
airspace. ATC will advise any glider entering the corridor of pertinent Information on gliders
already operating within the same corridor. The clearance issued to a specific glider is for
that glider only and is not available lor use by multiple indiVidual gliders.

B. 1.5

.Approval shall not be granted when Purple Airspace exists in P600 or 0226, an emergency
situation exists in the affected airspace or when military operations preclude it. The reason
for refusal should be passed to the glider pilot.

8.1.6

Pilots must give at least '\0 minutes notice prior to the requested activation using the
following formal:
"Scottish Conlrol, Glider (cal/sign) request activation of P600 (or 8226 as appropriate)
corridor (Corridor IdenMcnlion Letter) at time (UTe) up to FL (anticipated maximum levet
whilst Wit/lin the corridor). Crossing (Simplified direction, i.e. East to West, efc.) ,J,Stimate
(Estimated crossing time (in minutes» (Downwind or Upwind)."
E.g .Scottisll Control. Glider Delta Alpna Papa request activation of Papa 600 cortidor
Alplla at 1600 up to Fligl1f Level 150 Crossing East to West, estimate 10 minutes
Downwind.
Where severill gliders are operating in close proximity and Intend 10 use the same
corridor, one glider may make the initial request on behalf of the other gliders by stating
their callsigns as part of the request

8.1 7

The controller shall confirm actival!on taking account of traffic and other circumstances in
the following format
15'" of March 2007
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"Glider (callsigll), ScoWsl] COIl/rol, P600 (or 8226 as nppropriate) corridor (Corridor
Idenlrficalion Letter) active from (lime UTC) nol above FL (Max fequested leve/), report
eillerillg and leavlilg, "

Eg, Glider Della Alplla Papa, Scollisll Conlrol, Papa 600 corridor Alpha aclrve from 1600
not above Fliglll Levet 150, report elllenllg and leaving,
The glider pilot shall read back the clearance Issued,
Where a request for more than one glider has been made, the controller may issue the
clearance on a broadcast basis, however, each glider pilot will read back the clearance
issued as a cross check,
B,I,8

The pilot should be conservative when considering the maximum level required to
accomplish a safe crossing,

B, 1,9

The glider pilot shall report entering tile corridor and advise the controller of the actual
entry level. If no acknowledgement is received from ATC, the glider pilot shall leave the
corridor by the most expeditiollS means possible The phraseology to be used is:
"Scattis!) COll/rol, Glider (Callsign) enlerillg
(aircraWs level) "

corridor (Corridor Identificalion Leffer) FL

The controller shall acknowledge the pilot's transmission,
B 1.10

Whilst within the corridors, glider pilots should make all reports regarding level
information based on the Standard Pressure setting of 1013,2 Hecfopascals (29,92 in,
Hg) and report levels in Flight Levels,

B,l 11

Whilst within the corridor, the pilot shall maintain a continuous watch on the ATC RTF
frequency, ahd comply with any ATC instructions issued
Controllers Will take due
coghisance of the gliders opmating constraints When considering the lype of inslruction
to be issued.

B 1,12

Where geographical position information is offered by the pilot or requesfed by the
controller, it should be made with reference to published AirWay reporting poinls, namely
GRICE PTH VOR, ANGUS, GlESK or ADN VOR

B, 1,13

The ATC service provided within the corridor shall be a Control, Information and Alerting
service.

8.1,14

When a corridor is active, the ScACC and ScArCC Mil conlrollers shall ensure that GAT
and OAT operating in the Airways is either vectored to remain clear of ihe corridor or
shall apply standardvettical separation ahove the active level block to ensure that their
aircraft transit the airspace surrounding Ihe corridor at a safe leveL

B,1,15

Should il become apparenl Ihat any instruction cannot be complied with by a plio'! or thaI
Ihe Cleared crossing time and/or level will not be met ATC should be immediately
cohtacted by the pilot and a new clearance or crossing level negotiated,

B 1,16

In the event Ihat glider pilots are no longer able 10 maintalll their own viseal separation
under tlie "see and be seen" principle, tliey must advise ATC. immediately. ATC shall
attempt to provide appropriate separation between affected aircraft as soon as
practicable but cannot guarantee fa provide separation at any time due to the inherent
difficulties in using radar facilities to identify and subsequently track glider aircraft

B,I,17

The glider pilot shall reporlleaving lhe corridor and advise the controller of the actual exit
flight leveL This will permit normal IFR operations to continue on the basis of known
information,

P600 Glider Classing COlric'1urs
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B.2

RADIO FAILURE

B2.1

Pilots not in receipt of a clearance to enler the corridor who experience actual or
Suspected Radio Failure shall not enler the Airway, ATC shall deem that the corridor has
not been activated for such occasions

8.2.2

Pilots in receipt of a clearance 10 enler a corridor must report entering the corridor,
however if no acknowledgement by ATC of the glider corndor entry call is obtained by the
glider pilot and after a further attempt to contact ATC has been unsuccessful, Ihe pilot
shall vacate the corridor. No less than five minutes after the expecled entry lime and
provided IMt altempts have been made by ATC to contact the pilot by all available
means, ATC shall deem that tile corridor has nol bee!,!activated for such occasions.

8.2,3

Pilots operating within the corridor experiencing actual or suspected Radio Failure shall
ensure that they have vacated the corridor no later than the crossing time contained in
the ATC clearance plus the estimated crossing time Which was passed to ATC plus 10
mi'mtes. ATC shall deem that the corridor has been vacated at the end of this period.

8.24

Pilots should report any RTF failure to the ScACC ATCWS as soon as practicable after
landing. ScACC ATCWS shall not take any Alerting Action in respect of gliders suffering
communications difflcullies unless information is received which indicates that this action
is required.
Alertihg Action responsibility shall be undertaken by the gliding club
involved

B.3

EMERGENCIES

8.3.1

hi emergency situations, a pilot may be asked to ieave the corridor by the most expedient
means available The pilot should provide the controller with an estimate of the time
needed to accomplish this and report when vacated.

B.3.2

In the event Ihat it is not possible 10 vacate the airspace in the time required by ATC, the
controller may request position and level information from the glider pilot to enable
essehtial ttaffic infClrmation to be pasSed to both parties,

B.4

RECORDS

B.4.1

Both ScACC and the BGA will keep records of the activations requested, granted or
refused to prOVidethe means for statistical analysis of corridor operations.
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ANNEXC

CO-ORDINATION PROCEDURES
Effective: 15 March 2007
Amended:

CIVil & MILITARY CO-ORDINATION

~
C.1

Before granting approval for, or amendment to, a corridors use, the ScACC controller
shall advise the ScACC ATC Watch Supervisor (ATCWS) of the proposed activation
including the corndor name. proposed activation time and blocked levels. The ScACC
ATCWS should then co-ordinate the requested activation or amendment to the existing
activation with ScATCC Mil Supervisor. Once agreed, the ATCWS shall confirm the
activation with the Sector controller. The ScATCC Mil supervisor wiil ensure
dissemination to ScATCC Mil ATC staff, ATCWS and Supervisor staff should bear in
mind that the time period between the glider pilot's request and the proposed activation is
a maximum of 10 minutes.

C.2

The Seclor controller should modify or suspend any affected Standing Agreements or
Silent Co-ordination procedures in place with other affected agencies such as Aberdeen
Glasgow or Edinburgh ATSU's,

C,3

On completiOn of the activation, the controller shall advise the ATCWS who in turn shall
Inform the ScATCC Mil Supervisor The sector controller shall reinstate any affected
Standing Agreements or Silent Co. ordination procedures in place with other agencies.

15'" of March 2:00i
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Procedure for Access to Class D Airspace
ATC AGENCY Aberdeen Radar
RTF frequency 119.05
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

VMC - Clear of cloud 1500m horizontal, lOOOft vertical. Flight visibility of SkIn.
Obtain ATC clearance to enter.
Operate VFR.
Maintain listening watch on ATC frequency.
Obey ATC instructions.
Report leaving.

Procedure for Access to Class A Airspace
ATC AGENCY - Scottish Control
RTF Frequency 124.5
1. Calculate approximate crossing time and realistic maximum FL.
2. Establish contact at least 10 mins before entry. Request clearance using notified
phraseology.
3. Report actual FL upon entering controlled airspace.
4. Maintain listening watch on ATC frequency and make any position reports with
reference to notified IFR reporting points.
5. Obey ATC instructions.
6. Maintain VMC - Clear of c10nd 1500m horizontally, 1000ft vertically with in flight
visibility of min Skm.
7. Request re-c1earance if in doubt about levels or transit time.
S. if RTF failure suspected - Do not enter or if already in leave controlled airspace
immediately.
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HYPOXIA IN FUGHT AND ITS PREVENTION
1

Introduction

1.1
Several accidents and incidents have occurred in which the aircraft's emergency oxygen equipment
has been involved, some of the former with fatal results.
1.2
Many aircraft, in which the crew and passenger compartments
are unpressurised, are capable of
flight at altitudes at which breathing ambient air produces a significant and often critical deterioration in the
performance of flight tasks. With pressurised aircrah. loss of cabin pressure at any'altitude above 10000 ft will
result in some deterioration, while at altitudes greater than 20000 ft there will be a very rapid impairment of
ability unless oxygen is breathed directly the decompression
occurs. Mountaineers and people living at
significantly high altitudes may adapt to the rarefied air, but there will not be time for this to Occur in the rapid
ascent associated with flight. This Circular is intended to alert all pilots to the dangers of Hypoxia (lack of
adequate oxygen) and its prevention. Whenever altitude is referred to, this should be understood to mean
altitude above mean sea level (amsl). This is depicted by contours on ICAO standard topographical maps and
will indicate, at the flight planning stage, those parts of a route where oxygen could be required.
2

Physiological

Considerations

2.1
The energy essential for living processes is obtained by the oxidation of complex foodstuffs, and th~s
oxygen is one of the most important materials required for the maintenance of normal function by living cells.
The cells of the brain are particularly sensitive to lack of oxygen. Total cessation of the oxygen supply to the
brain results in unconsciousness in 6-8 seconds and irreversible damage ensues if the oxygen supply is nor
restored within 4 minutes.
2.2
The supply of oxygen to the tissues is normally maintained by blood which picks up the gas in the
lungs and delivers it to the tissues. The concentration of oxygen in the blood leaving the lungs, and hence the
supply of oxygen to the tissues, depends upon the partial pressure (molecular concentration) of oxygen in the
lung gas which is closely related to the partia' pressure of oxygen in the air inhaled. Although the
concentration of oxygen in the air is constant at all altitudes, the partial pressure of oxygen in it falls directly in
proportion to the reduction of atmospheric pressure which occurs with ascent to altitude. Thus the partial
pressure of oxygen in the air at 18000 ft (0.5 atmosphere) is about half that at sea level. Because of the
presence of water vapour, the partial pressure of oxygen in air in the lungs is further reduced. However, the
affinity of the red cells of the blood for oxygen, enables the partial pressure of oxygen in the cells of the brain
to be maintained at half normal. At this pressure, the oxygen supply to the tissue is inadequate to maintain
normal function, and the condition known as Hypoxia arises.
3

Breathing

Air at Altitude

3.1
The intensity of the hypoxia induced while breathing air varies with the altitude, the duration of the
exposure and the rate of ascent. The other major factor affecting the intensity of hypoxia at altitude is the
degree of physical exercise; exercise markedly intensifies the effects of a given degree of hypoxia. Finally there
is considerable individual variability in the symptoms and effects of hypoxia. Generally, the higher the altitude,
the more marked the symptoms. Rapid rates of ascent, however, allow higher altitudes to be reached before
severe symptoms occur. In these circumstances, unconsciousness
may occur before any or many of the
symptoms of hypoxia appear.

3.2

Effects of Slow Ascent to Altitude

3.2.1

It is convenient to consider first the effects of slow ascent:

..

(a) Flight Levels up to FL 100. Seated individuals (unless carrying out heavy exercise) have few
symptoms, apart from some loss of night vision. Their ability to perform most complex tasks will
be unimpaired. however, the speed with which they can react to novel conditions can be shown
in the laboratory
to be impaired
at an altitude of 8000 ft. The marginal
impairment
of
performance produced in normal healthy individuals, by br~athing air at altitudes up to 10000 ft,

is considered acceptable;
(b) Flight Levels between FL 100 and FL 150. Resting individuals have little or nothing in the way of
symptoms, but their ability to perform skilled tasks such as aircraft control and navigation
is
impaired; the impairment
increasing with altitude above 10000 ft. Individuals are fl'equently
unaware of the hypoxia or of the impairment of performance which it produces. Indeed, they
may well believe that they arc performing
better than usual. Physical exercise particularly
at
altitudes above 12000 ft frequently produces mild symptoms, especially breathlessness. Exposure
to these .altitudes for longer than 10-20 minutes often induces a severe headache;
(cl

Hight Levels between FL 150 and FL 200. Above 1~iOOOft, symptoms of hypoxia occur even in
individuals
at rest. There is marked impairment of performance, even of simple tasks, together
with a loss of critical judgement
and willpower.
Thinking
is slowed, there is muscular
inca-ordination
and marked changes in the emotion~l state. Individuals may become pugnacious
or morose, or may become physically violent. J\g"in, they usually have no insight into their
condition,
an effect which mflkes hypoxia such ;l potentially
dangerous hazard in aviation.
Individuills frequently feel light-headed, wilh a tin'Jling in the lips and limbs. Physical exertion
greatly increases the severity of i111the elfccts. II ahen causes unconsciousness;

(d) Flight Levels above FL 200. Breathing air at altitudes above 20000 11 results in severe symptoms
even in individuals
at rest. Mental performancp
and comprehension
decline rapidly and
unconsc:iouslle!"s occurs with little wafning. In individuals seated at rest. the time between
cessation of supplemental oxygen and serious impairme~t of consciousness is 10.15 minutes at
20000 ft, 2.5 . 6 minutes at '"25000 ft, 1.5 - 3 minutes at 30000 ft. Any exertion at altitudes
above 20000 ft rapidly produces loss of consciousness.

tl

Effects of fl.lpid

D(:c.omprcssion

The previous fJalaYlapl1s describe the hypoxia induced by either slow a~cel\t whilst breathing air or
c~ssation of supplemental o":ygen at a given illtitude. The severity and r~te of onset of hypoxia when it is
induced by a sudden failure of the pressure cabin of an aircraft (il~ time if decompression to above an altitude
of 20000 ft less than 1.5 minutes) is considerably 9fC<lter than wilen the hypoxia is induced by cessation of
supplemental
oxygen at the same altitude.
Thus serious illlp.dlment
of performance
will occur within
t.5 minutes following
a r.1pid decompression
whilst breillllill9
ilir to 25000 ft. O~ygen breathing must be
commenced within a few ser:onds of the beginning of a rapid decompression at altitudes between 15000 f1 to
30000 ft if no imp;Jirrnenl of performance due to hypoxia i" 10 or:CIlr. Rapid decompression to altitudes above
30000 ft will result in transient
impairment
of perforlllance
('>ven if 100% oxygen I:; breathed as the
decompression commences"
11.1

4.2
These facts clnph,lsisc the importance of the cancel use of oxygen equipment in the event of the
decompression of a pressurbcd aircraft. This lesson is even mOle important in small prcssurised aircraft where
the loss of a window
will result in a very rapid decompression
of the cabin and hence the very rapid
development of hypoxia.
4.3
It must be remembell~d that the effects of hypoxia outlined in the previous paragraphs apply to
healthy, normal individuals. A proportion
of passengers nlay be suffering, either knowingly Or unknowingly,
fWIIl conditions which redll("(' their tolcranc:e of hypoxia hcloVJ th,l! of the normal, healthy individual. Heavy
:-'flloking has the equivalenl ,.ilf~,.t of filising the altitude by sc\'Cr;,1 tholl',and feet. Individuals :.iuHering from
n:"rl;Jin disease~ of the hr.1! i ('I lungs do not tolerate well thl? h':'w\xia indu«~d by breathing ilif at altitudes
~"j!'.~.ltcrlh;m 5000.60UO ft
~

Use of Oxyyen

5.1

General

5.1.1
The hypoxia incilJrl,d by breathing
air (21% oxygen) ;'1t altitude is combated by increasing the
(oncentration
of oxygen in :lil.~ gas breathed. Breathing 42°,{, o.\:ygen at 18000 ft (0.5 atmospherl!) maintains
the partial pressure of oxyg('n in the lung gas and the oxygr~n supply to the tissues at the !>ame levels as
produced by breathing air at IJl'Ound level. The limit to the erH'ichment with oxygen comes when the gas is
100% oxygen. Breathing 100% oxygen at 34000 ft is equivalen1 to breathing air at ground level, whilst
breathing 100% oxygen at 4C1UOOft is equivalent to breathing air at an altilude of 8000 - 10000 It. Some form
of positive pressure brcathin~ or a pressure suit is required to prevent significant hypoxia above 40000 ft even
when breathing 100% oxygen.
2

6

Oxygen Equipment

6.1
Pilots of public transport aircraft on the British Register should be familiar with the requirements of
the Air Navigation Order relating to the supply an use of oxygen.
6.2
New requirements took effect from 1 January 1989 for the carriage of oxygen aboard aircraft on
public transport flights. The main points of the new requirements are that all pressurised aircraft operating
above FL 250 must carry a minimum of two hours supply of oxygen for flight crew and ten minutes for each

passenger
equipment

occupant.

In addition, dedicated first aid oxygen is to be carried, together with portable breathing

for cabin attendants. Except for changes to flight

aircraft operating
new requirements
1989, although

level bands, the requirements for pressurised

below fL 250 and for unpressurised aircraft are similar to the previous requirements. The
apply only to aircraft first issued with a Cel1ificate of Airworthiness on or after 1 January
older aircraft may elect to comply with either the existing or the new requirements. The one

change which affects aU public transport aircraft is that flom 1 January 1989 all flight crew are required to use
supplemental oxyyen whenever the cabin pressure altitude exceeds 10000 ft in a pressurised aircraft or when
flying above 10000 ft amsl for any period whatsoever ill an unpressurised aircraft (Article 37 and Schedule 4

Scale L1 and L2)
6.3
Pilots of nOll-public
transport <'Iiferaf! (whether such aircraft are unpressurised or pressurised)
intending to fly "hove an altitude of 10000 ft lIlust (11<;0enSUie that they are conversant with the type of
equipment carried, the capacity of the system, and lip able to carry out the necessary checks and drills
appropriate to that equipment.
6.4
Special attention must be directed to the <'Illergency drills laid down by the manufacturers.
Passengers should be briefed before flight on the u<;c of the oxygen masks, particularly the importance of
fitlill~l thC' mask propc!ly so as to permit nOfm,d hff',ltlllllg.
P.1Ssrllgefs should also be brief(>(i on (~nlefgell(Y
action in the evelll of oxygen failure ilnd the action to 1)(' tak"?l1:>hould they see another passenger/occupant
having difficulty WIth breathing. Passengers travelling with small children in pressurised aircraft should be
advised that in th~ event of a pressurisation failurp they <;hould don their own oxygen masks before attending
to the children. Smoking must not be permitted ilbo;Jrd the aircraft when the oxygen system is in use and for
at least a few minutes after the flow has been shut off.
6_5

Unpressurised Aircraft

6.5.1
Pilots should be breathin9 oxygen whenever tile ail craft altitude equals or exceerls 10000 ft, The
pilot{s) should ch('ck the fit of their masks, lIw flow of oxygen and the ilmount of oxygen availrJble in the
aircraft storage system. the commander should 11londor !he stale of the passengers and crew, who should be
supplied with oxygen according to the Sc"les 1,-1id
down III the Air Navigation Order.
6.6

Pressurised Aircraft

6.6.1
Pilots should study the aircraft's Flight Manual or the Manufacturer's Handbook on the type, be
conversant with details of the pressurisation system filled to the aircraft and with the requirements of any
associated emergency drills. These drills have been formulated with operational techniques in view, eg
handling characte, i~tics and structural considerations
They include familiarisation
with the methods of
measuring cabin pressurisation in order for the commander of the aircraft to ensure that all crew and
passengers are instructed when to use oxygen.
6.7
The Air Navigation Order also makes specific provision for operational requirements, crew training
and tests, and erllcrgency" procedures for the use of oxygen in relation to public transport flights. Pilots of
non-public transport aircraft must also ensure that they are fully conversant with oxygen equipment fitted to

the aircraft. Prior to flight above 10000 It amsl pilots should check the fit of their masks, the oxygen contents,
that their masks are connected to the oxygen supply and that the oxygen is at the recommended selection for
the standby role. The masks should be stowed so that they can be donned rapidly and with ease.
6.8
In the eV(,Il! of a decompression of the cabin altitude above 10000 ft the prevention of hypoxia in
the pilot is of parrlll10unt importance since the ~ulviv;)1 of all on board depends upon his subsequent actions.
The first group (If a,.tio~~sto be taken by the prlot!~) in the event of a decompression must be the rapid
donning of the o"l9~!1 rna~k followed by a cl1Hk (,f 1IH.:' Illi'lsk fit and to ensure that a>:ygenis being tJle.Jthed.
The second action is 10 initiate immediate rapid (ollt/u!l"d descent to as Iowan altitude as the loca! terrain and
consideration of fu(~1supply allow. (Although oXY9l~n f'quipment is installed for use by passengers in some
airoaft,
there is good evidence that a high proponioll
(50% or more) of passengers will not use such
equipment propefly, even when the masks are dropped in front of them). In decompression chamber studies,
subjects breathing "ir were severely incapacitated by ('~.posure to a profile consisting of decompression from
8000 ft to 25000 ft in one minute, followed by one minute dwell at 25000 ft and a subsequent descent at
4000 ft per rninule 8000 ft. Aerodynamic perfornl<1ll{ l' ,~l1dthe presence of structural damage will dictate the
maximum rate at which descent to low altitude can lll-' performed. The descent should be carried out at the
maximum safe rate to belQ\""an altitude of 10000 ft (p! ovided the local terrain allows). The amount of oxygen
on board the aircraft may be provided according to a rapid descent capability, except when an aircraft is forced
to remain at a fliyht level where oxygen is required dut- to high surrounding terrain. These parts of the route
should be identified at the flight planning stage. Descent at high rates may well give rise to ear discomfort or
pain in a high proportion of passengers, particularly at altitudes below 20000 ft. At high altitudes, the nepd to
reduce the time for which passengers are breathing air (ie those who have not made efiective use aT the
oxygen system) should override considerations of the li~l. of damage to the ears.
J

•

6.9

Although descent at very high rates may even plOduce a tear in the car drum, this type '.t)f injury

nearly always heals rapidly and completely and has no long term effects. From the physiological considerations
presented in the previous sections, pilots will appreciate that if an emergency condition arises, there must be
an immediate and meticulous response to the prescribed drills. It is imperative that flight crew perform all pre~

flight normal functional checks of the oxygen system. Their lives and those of their passengers may depend
upon having a serviceable system.
7

Practice Release of Pressure

7.1
On some smaller types of pressurised aircraft it is possible to dump the cabin pressure by operating a
quick release valve and hence to simulate an emergency situation for crew training. This method is
unnecessarily violent and should not be used. For crew training purposes slower method of reduction of
cabin pressure should be used and aircraft should not be delibelately depressurised above an altitude of
15000ft. For systems testing purposes however, the Airworthiness Flight TestSchedule for the aircraft type will
detail the procedure to be used where depressurisation is necessaryat higher altitudes.

a

a

Further advice may be obtained from the Medical Department in respect of medical aspects, the

Systems Department

in .respect of aircraft systems, or the Operations Regulation Policy Department

of operating standards.
(Tel:0293-567171).

All of these CAA Departments

are located

at Aviation

lhis Circular is issued for information, guidance and necessary action.

:

P,inted and distributed by the Civil/wi"tion Authority
Printing and Publication Services, Ch~hcnham. Glos.
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TIME OF USEFUL
CONSCIOUSNESS

To get views on flight at very high a1ti.
tudes from the people who have been
Effectlvo
there, or will be there, routinely, we
Performance
talked with staff members from severAltitude
Time
43.000 feet and above
9.12 seconds
al business aircraft manufacturers:
.40,000
15-20 seconds
Ted Mendenhall, director of flight
35,000
30-60 seconds
operations at GuJfstream (where the
30.000
1-2 mInutes
G.V will be built to go to 51,000 feetl;
28,000
2.5-3 minutes
25.000
Bob Carnahan, a section chief in the
4-6 minutes
22,000
8-10 minutes
engineering f1ight~test section of Cess18.000
20-30 minutes
na (maker of Citations III, Vl, VlI and
Source: Richard o. Reinhart, M.D.,
X-all operating at very-high altiFit 10 Fly crab Boob. 1993)
tudes); Ed Allen, director of flight
operations for Dassault Falcon Jet
altitudes, some flight departments are
(who gave some insight on his experi- using radiation-monitoring
systems
ences with n 90013above 50,000 feet); (see sidebar) and finding that with
and Bob Flynn, chief pilot of Canadair
minimal
care, the exposure
of
Challenger. We viewed a movie that
f]ightcrews to radiation is easily kept
Dassault Falcon Jet made while test
far below acceptable limits. (See "Ra.
pilots flew a Falcon 50, in
"experi- diation Speculation," BICA, September
mental" status, at extremely high
1990, page 89.)
Mach numbers. That was impressive
and did much to change our opinions.
1'111\NEill) FOR OXYGEN
In fact, the input oftheRc experts did Now, we'll turn to Rome physiological
milch to show that. the IlHllllll:lctUI"C'rs'
bnsic~ thnt will ~Xpillill the errCdR of
conccrns had becn thc SllJlle as Ours
uJt.ra-high altitudes on the human
and that they had already addressed
body. Hypoxia is defined as a deficienmany of those concerns.
cy in the amount of oxygen being
For instance, most early swept-wing transferred from the lungs via the
jet aircraft used to encounter a phe- bloodstream to other parts of the body.
nomenon known as Mach tuck. This
Hypoxia affects people in different
was caused by the center of lift of the ways. Some become belligerent, some
airplane shifting farther behind the happy, some have a false feeling of
center of gravity as speed increased.
well-being, some get tingly all over.
This caused the nose of the airplane to Eventually, all roll over and pass out.
be pushed lower, increasing the dive Hypoxia renders pilots unable to pilot,
angle, increasing the Mach, increasing
and it can occur for several reasons:
the distance behind the center of grav~Other gases may be available that
ity that the center of lift acted on, and more readily transfer into the red
so forth, until some early jets found
blood cells than does oxygen. Carbon
themselves going st.raight down when monoxide is such a gas. That is why
"upset" at high altitudes.
such small concentrations of that gas
Numerous design changes addressed
can be so deadly_
this problem. Later jets trimmed the
~Physical forces may be pulling the
entire horizontal tailplane instead of blood away from the lungs, and causjust the elevator. They added devices ing it to pool in other parts of the
known as Mach trim compensators to body. This happens with young pilots
automatically start trimming the tail- in g-suits and with high-performance
plane so that the aircraft nose would fighters at about eight io 10 g's. With
fly up before the Mach tuck occurred.
older pilots, this can occur at much
Interestingly, later design changes
lower g-ranges.
have caused newer airplanes to initial~The red cells might have been
ly tuck, but actually <lnoseup" as the flooded with another chemical, such as
Mach increases. Because of this, sever- alcohol, and their ability to transfer
al of the pilots interviewed felt that
oxygen is diminished. All drunks are
Mach trim compensators
were no hypoxic.
longer even needed on their airplanes.
For the benefit of simplicity in this
Another feature of flights in busiarticle, assume no carbon monoxide is
ness jets near Mach 1 is very high
available, the pilot never drinks, and
rates of increase in drag near superall the airplanes discussed are in
sonic speeds that prevent supersonic
straight and level flight. Therefore,
flight or would make it very difficult.
our concern here is the fourth type of
As for radiation exposure at high
hypoxia, hypoxic hypoxia.

an
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Hypoxic hypoxia occurs when there
is just not enough oxygen to be
breathed or when the oxygen that is
available is not at a high enough pressure to force a gas transfer. As this
occurs, human beings become less able
to function physically or mentally. The
time that people have available to help
themselves when they are deprived of
oxygen is referred to as "time of useful
consciousness" (TUC).

!

ONE CANNOT LIVE
ON OXYGEN AlONE
'rhe farther one travels from t1H~
garth's surface, the greater a problem
hypoxic hypoxia becomes. In order to
travel to the limits of the atmosphere
or beyond, pilots and passengers must
take that atmosphere with them. Air.
pJartes are pressurized for this purpdli'e. About half of the Earth's
atmosphere lies below 18,000 feet, and
about 90 percent of it below 40,000
'pct. Thcrefore, physiolog-icnlly,pcoille
are leaving the atmosphere when they
talk about flying in the upper forties
and lower fifties.
If the false atmosphere that airplanes carry with them to extremely
high altitudes is lost, the condition is
termed a depressurization.
As with
hypoxia, there are several types of
depressurization.
Most common and manageable in an
aircraft is partial depressurization.
Holding a sea-level cabin at 50,000 feet
mol would be the ideal, but to do so
would require nearly 14 psi. Since few
airplanes are capable of building or
holding such a pressurization differential, the cabin is always "depressurized" to some value within the
structural limits of the airplane. Thus,
at 43,000 feet, the cabin in a G-IV, at
about 9.5 psi differential, is at 6,000
feet. Most people are used to sea level.
Even an aircraft as comfortable as the
G-IV is always full of people who are
p.artially depressurized
(partially
hypoxic).
Secondly, a rapid or explosive decompression is another type of depressurization that can occur. These are the
most startling of all fonns, but at least
give aural warning of their occurrence.
Almost instantly, the oxygen needed
for survival is gone.
Rapid decompressions
lower the
TUC by a facior of about 50 percent.
At 43,000 feet, the estimates of TUC
run from three to 12 seconds. This
means a rapid decompression
at
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Altitude chamber training is not required for Part 91 operotions,
but it is highly recommended. In the chamber at UNO, a student
(right) activates the oxygen system after a rapid decompression,

A student attempts to insert pieces into a child's toy to
demonstrate decreased capabilities due to hypoxia. Altitude
chamber training is offered by UNO Aerospace and the FAA.

4:UlOO feet could leave less than two

Tim ANSWER IS OXnmN

s('{'otHls to figure out what it was, to
gpl the mask on and get the aircraft
under control. At 50,000 feel, a pilot

UNDER 1'ltESSUltE

nol ever realize what the

Henry's Law states that the amount of
gas tilat will go into or stay in a liquid

was that hl' 01. she 11l'nrd.
III a U.S. Air Force training
film
dppiding rapid decompressions ill an
nil it ude chamber. several )'OIUlIJ men
WI'I.e explosively
depressurized
to nn
nit itude of 4:3,000 feet. Before the
"I'vl'nt." they were lold to wait fiJr t.he

solution is directly proportional to the
pnrtial preRRllru
thaI. gns ill t.he nil'
above the solution. The garth's atmosphere is about 78 percent nitrogen. 21
percent oxygen, amI. the rest is a mix~
ture of inert gm~es. At sea level. when
hlood retlll.IIS frol11 the hody to the
alveoli of the lungs, the partial pres-

"nng and then immediately
accomplish three simple tasks: (1) don a

sure of the oxygen in the atmosphere
that a person is breathing (21 percent

mm:::k thaL
sit up
simulat.ed
tilPllI. and

times 14.7 psi at sea level) i:::; greater
than the partial pressure of oxygen in
the blood. Oxygen is transferred
by

rll:l.\'

l21

Iloise

was hanging next to t.hem,
and grab a broomslick that
n control stick in front of
then (3) give a t.hul11bs~llp

signal that they were okny.
f )Ile or two of the men gut the IIIn~k
011 ill

wO\lld

time to provide t.lw oxygl'll t.hat
t'ventually
bring t1ll'1ll around.

or

this pressure differential to the hlood.
Conversely. when the blood arrives
in the lungs, the partial pre~Bure of
t.he carhon dioxide in thnt hlood is
higlH'r than that of the surrounding

gave the thumbs.up signal when
air. and CO2 is transferred out.
basically
useless. Most /)1'
As nn airplane climhs hig-Iler and
the men required
"rescue"
b.1,! the
higher in the ntmospiH're. the total
chnmber
technician.
And this was
pressure of the air (and. t.!H'rpfore, the
knilicing that the rapid decompression
p:lItial presstln~ of oxygen) dpereases.
I )l1C

ht,

was

eoming.
The thiro type of depressurizatioll
is
a ...
:lOIt' and insidious leah going uncletl'dcd while the aircraft is rising to
higher and higher altitudes.
It is dangt'rous because the occupants of the
airplane
may not realize the iCllk is
o('('urring unlil it is too late. Relllcmher. one of hypoxia's
symptoms
is a
fl'eling" of well-being. Therefore, in an
1I1111oticed slow depressurization,
just
when the pilot most needs 10 ad. he's
sitting in the seat feeling like he's on

the short t.erm, this decrease in the
partinl pressure (If oxygf'll l'an he COI11pemmled for hy increasi ng the percent.age of oxygennted air lo brenthe. This
is what oxygen regulators accomplish.
If the total pressure uf the atmosphere
at 18,000 feet is one half of t.Imt at sea
level. then we mu~t double the percentage of oxygen in t.he air that we
breathe at is.OOO feel so that the partial pressure attributable
to oxygen is

top of the world and that nothing can

the same as at sea level.

go wrong ...
Fortunately,
most
11111Httlciate a warning

of Uw percentage

\\'llS

Since

oxygen

ntmosphere

is the finly gas in thl!

t.hat we neeli to inhale in

We can continue

breathed must be oxygen in order for
the partial pressure of the oxygen (100
percent) to be high enough to force the
gas tran!'fer in the lungs.
Around 30,000 feet, not only must
the nir prcficntcd to the pilot he 100.
percent oxygen, but it must be pre-

sented in a mask that can maintain a
positive pressure.
If that pressure is
lost, gag transfer will not occur even
though all the gas present is oxygen.

Pressure breathing is a process by
which the pressure of the IOO-percent
oxygen that reaches a person's lungs is
increased in order to keep incoming
oxygen pressure
higher than that of
the oxygen already in the blood. In

pressure breathing, when pilots reia."<,
their lungs fill up like a balloon, and
chest-muscle efTort must be exerted to
force the lungR to empty.

As soon as

this is done and the pilots relax again,
whoosh. the lungs fill up again. Pilots
oflen are surpriseu, and, lighting the
pressure.
force the lungs to quickly
Nnpty. Whoosh, they fill lip again. The
first time this process happens. apprehension and often a good chance for
hypervent.ilation occur,
If passengers
art~ trying to survive
ahove a cabin altitude of 25,000 feel,
their masks must present the oxygen
under pressure. Since most passenger
masks are incapable of holding pressure at altitude, the passengers would
pass out with a comforting flow of cool
oxygen going hy their faces, in and out
of their nostrils, and out the side of
their masks. But the oxygen would not

he delivered under enough pressure to
force a gas transfer in the lungs.

wit.h this increasing

airplanes
will
as soon as t Iw
cahin starts above normally m.:l'l'ptahh!

reach t.he upper 20,0008 of leet above
t.he Earth. At that )loint, tot.a! pressure

altitudes.

is so low I hat. all of the air "eing

of oxygen until we

AN(Yl'lIER I'OSSIIILE CONCElli\'
At even higher altitudes,
another
startling physiological event occllrs.
HcmemhPI" Ilellry's Law? Beginning in
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COMI'ANIONS

The following SOUl"CC8 provide informat.ion 011 the cffed~
•.•Hud hazards of
high-altitude
night:
•••.Mohler. Stnillcy H.., "f\. Sudden High-Altitude Cabin Decompression

Immediately Threat.ens Safely of Aircrnfi. Crew and Pnssengcl"s," Human
Factors &: Aviai;,m Medicine, Vol. 41, No.6. Novemher-December 1994.
Flighl Safety Foundation. 2200 Wilson Blvd .. Sle. ,,00, Arlinglon, VA
22201. (703) 522-8300.
~Ileinhal't. Hichanl 0., Fit tn Fly. 1993. Tah 13001" Inc., Blue Hidge
Summil. PA 17294. (717) 794-2191.
"-Aviation Physiology Course. Univen~it.y of North Dakota. P.O. Box
9007, Grnnd VOl'ks,ND 58202. (70]) 777-2791.
•••.Brown, Gregory, The Turbine Pilot's Flight Ma11l1al. Iowa StoLe University Pl'ess, Ames. IA ,,0014. (515) 292-0140.
.
~Civil Avialion Medical Inslitute, 1'.0. Box 25082, Oklahoma Cily, 01(
7312". (405) 954-1000.
•••."Civilian
Tnlining
in High-Allitudc
Flight
Physiology,"
(DOT/FANAM-911J3)' National Technical Infornmlioll Service, 5285 Port
Hoya] Hd., Sp"ingr.eld. VA 22J61. (70:l) 4R7-4600.
••••Radintion.monitoJ'ing systems: I-fARMS, 1'.0. flox 4Cl!}, Arlington, VT
05250. (602) 375-2944.
.
the low fill. lit's, ir a c:lhin s\ld(h~nly Ill'.
Mililal)' :\vinl.on: who roul.incly fly
pressurizes, the pressure of air around
ahove 50,000 reel. are required to wear'
an individua.l is so low thnt it prevents
rull-pressure suile;. In effect, they not
oxygen transrer into t.he bloodstream.
only take oxygen with them, but they
Worse, gnses in the blood (pl'edomi.
take pressure with them to breathe
nontly nitrogen, which represents 78 and to prevent evolved nitrogen probpercent or the at.mospheric gnses), will lems. Ahove 50,000 reet, wit.h no pre~.
begin to resemble the gnses in a shak.
sure suits, a rnpid decompression
en can of soda thnt. is suddenly opened.
could lend to so much of the blood
The bubbling or "boiling" of the
gases coming out or solution so quickly
blood goses could not be long tolcl'411.. that, in seconds, the crew would just
ed. 'Vllen they gu to the joint.s, these
rold over in pain and then, hypoxic,
bubbles lend t.o icrrible pain. The body
1>::155 out.
is rackcd with pnin as the nitrogen in
nil tis,!=;uesbubbles townl"d lower pres. '77 AIm WE "OIN" UI' TIII~lm
sure. This pain is called nitrogen IUlr. • .
on NOT?
,
c.~
OJ' the bends. If t.he gns hubbies
The answer to that question is, obvi.
settle in the lungs, or ill "Inces around
ousl)', yes. So what is going t.o be done
the spinal coni, choking or ccntrnl ncr.
to help pilots who Ill1venever pressure
vous system disorders can occur, renbl'enthcd, or don't. know how quickly
dering pilots (and divers) useless.
they can be in a flight regime fal'
The bends can kill divers who go too beyond their, or their aircrall.'s, capa.
rapidly from a few hundred feet below
bilities? Whut will the manufacturers
sea levello the top of the water. Divers
and the government. do to ensure that
who sufTer from the bends must be rc.
ultra.high altitude operations are done
pressurized to force the nitrogen bub.
safely?
bles bock into solution in the blood.
An automatic descent is un extreme.
Then the divers' atmosphere is slowly
Iy good idea, According to Bob Carnadepressurized so that the gases in the
han from Cessna's engineering night.
blood can escape, at a controlled rate,
test section, this feature is Available on
through the lungs.
some of Cessnn's jets and requires
Airplane passengers, when rapidly
only thnt the autopilot be on. that a
brought to the top of the ntmosphere,
predetermined
cabin altitude
be
must also be Quickly ure.pJ'essurized"
reached during a depressurization and
to start the recovery from nitrogen
that the airplane be above a certain
narcosis. Jf the depressurization is to a night level. The aulopilot turns the
high enough altitude,
for a long
airplane to clear airways, starts the
enough time, a re.pressurization in a
nose down, nnd gets the airplane to a
chamber would be required to put the
predetermined
lower altitude. The
nitrogen back into the blood.
pilot merely pulls the power back, If
.. 70
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the pilot wishes to override this fcature, the autopilot. c.'ltl be UnCO(11)!ed.
According to Ted Mendenhall, flight
operations
director at Gulffitream.
plans call for the G-V to have a similnr
provision, with the added ndvantage or
incorporated
autoLhrottlcs.
Thfl
nutopilot!autothrottJe
combination
will make the emergency descent rntln
high altitude
totally
automatic.
Mendenhall said thal in tesl wOl'k, the
Gulfstream
IVs often ny ahove thc
stated limiting Mach with no control
problems whntsoever.
In the previously mentioned F'al<:oll
.let movie, Ed Allen and Herve I,eprince Hinquet pilot a Falcon 50 at
speeds in excess of 0.97 Mach, with tI\{...
aircran Oying trimmed up and hands
off while they carry on a conversation .
The "1..imitnt.ions" section of t.he Fal.
con 50 night. manual shows O.R6 aR Ill!'
limiting- Mach number.
When above the Mach envelope.
some pitot sUltic and nir-dnln comput.
er systems may indicat.e higher.th::m.
actUAl Mach numbers. These inflnted
numbers serve as an unexpected sofe.
ty device in that n pilot would st.Ol't (,0
coneel for very high Mach numbers
before aeluaIly reaching them. Once
the aircraft is hnck near the normal
envelope, these indications return 1.0
act.un!.
Further. the certification St."H1d:ll.th~
for night at ultra.high allitudes I'C.
quire that airplanes experiencing [I
structural failure-within
dcsign-crite.
rja parameters-stay
at the high fllti~
tude for a period of time, then hcgin
their rnpid descent. During this entire
process, cabin altitude is not allowed
to reach high enough levels to require
pressure suits. While cabin altitudes
requiring pressure breathing could be
reached for short periods, those nlti.
tudes would probably not he inc:lpnci.
lnting, nnd might not even be noticed
because of their short duration.

UIT IT liE IIIlTII ONIX
The shirt-sleeved, middle-aged pilot
experiences a rapid decompression,
geLc;his mask on, is hyperventilating,
suffering from the bends, choking,
SCAred And in an orca where, in a
heartbeat, he can be supersonic. Before finding themselves in a plight like
this, business aircraft pilots shou Id
ann themselves with knowledge of the
potential problems in ultra-high allltudes and how to solve them. It is
essential to safe operation.
SICA

NAVIGATION
LOW LEVEL NAVIGATION
Low Level navigation from Aboyne is relatively simple as the area can be split into High Level
Country and River Valleys, such as the Dee valley running from the mountains to the West of here
through to Aberdeen, and the Don valley which runs roughly parallel to the Dee about 15 miles to
the North.
High Level Country
This can be split into general areas such as the Grampian Mountains to the West, the Ladder
Hills to the North and the Southern Uplands to the South. Flying at 3-5000ft most of these
features are very obvious, together with coastal features which can be seen on a clear day.
Features to locate Aboyne are the two lochs, Kinord and Davan 3 miles to the West of the
airfield, and Morven, a mountain of 2800ft to the West of the Lochs. These features may be seen
from many miles away. To the South of the lochs locate the main road (Aberdeen to Braemar
A93), follow this toward the East to locate the club. Other, local, features are the wood yard to
the South of the river and Aboyne village just to the East of the airfield. Further, the River Dee
performs a hairpin loop both East and West of the airfield.
HIGH LEVEL NAVIGATION
Many of the problems that people encounter occur once they are above cloud, peering at small
areas of featureless landscape. Country they thought they were familiar with now becomes hostile.
The only way to navigate confidently is to know where you are not think you know where you
are. There are many tricks that the weather can play on you to confound your navigation. (1 am
assuming that once above cloud you are wave soaring). Some ofthese are mentioned in the wave
soaring section of these notes. The best features to be seen from altitude are lochs and towns or
villages. Other features such as river valleys and mountains can lose their identity unless they can
be linked to other features. A common mistake is to confuse the Don and the Dee river valleys,
which can lead to gross errors.
Good features that can be seen locally and are frequently described to a 'lost pilot' are:
1.
A town built on a grid pattern with a golf course.
airfield.

Ballater,

10 miles West of Aboyne

2.
Target like feature by a river. Water works West of Banchory 10 miles East of
Aboyne airfield.
3.
Circle of caravans next to a village. Caravan park West of Tarland,
Aboyne airfield.

5 miles North of

To illustrate the effect of poor navigation there follows the tale of one lucky pilot who was able to
confess.
'1 thought I knew where I was, so I flew to a gap I could just see ahead of me. I looked through
the gap and all 1 could see was the sea. As I was at 1O,OOOft1 headed North West where I finally
landed at Edzell'.

From his statement it can only be deduced that he was off the coast at Montrose and was lucky
enough to make a landfall. Edzell being only 10 miles inland. The wind on this day was a fresh to
strong North Westerly. Had he passed through the Airway?
The moral of this tale is clear. The longer you are unsure of your position, the greater the likely
error in your assumed position. Our countryside is not so forgiving as most of that in the South,

so:KNOW YOUR POSITION
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FLYING OPERATIONS

General
Contrary to popular belief, flying at Aboyne poses no real problems. Visitors who wish to fly
Deeside club aircraft must have a two seater check with a Deeside nominated instructor. People
who bring their own glider, who are in current flying practise and current on Aerotow should have
no problem provided they are well briefed on the conditions and situation for the day and restrict
themselves to launching in lighter winds initially. As a general guide, if you can spot land every
time, are competent in cross winds and can keep straight at your home airfield, you should have no
problems. Remember that the runways are a lot shorter and narrower than you are likely to be used
to. Notwithstanding the above, two seater checks are available to all if requested. If you have not
completed Silver you should seriously consider a check flight before flying your own glider here.
Gridding considerations
As the prevailing wind is Westerly, we operate mainly from the Eastern end of the airfield.
Gridding is in two lines extending North toward the A93 from the Northern runway. Thegrid
must not extend West ofthe yellow line near the runway threshold.
This is a safety
consideration should a glider run off the runway during take off and to provide a clear space should
a taxiing tug need to clear the runway for approaching aircraft. Motor gliders also need this area
for access to the runway.
Parking
If you are not intending to fly immediately, do not join the grid but park your glider to the North of
the gravel track, as close to the A93 as space allows. Park sensibly to allow other parked aircraft
to get past yours to the launch grid. Do not leave your glider ill the launch grid unattended.
This causes queues and confusion and you are likely to have your glider removed from the queue,
necessitating re-joining at the rear.
Preparation
Once in the launch grid, at the very latest, inform the log keeper ofthe name and membership
number of the next pilot to fly your glider. No number - No launch. Ensure that release checks
are done before arriving at the runway if this is the first flight of the day for your aircraft.

DEESIDE GLIDING
GLIDER
PUCHACZ
CAPSTAN

CLUB GLIDERS - MlNIMUM

QUALIFICATIONS

DGC FULL MEMBERS

VISITING PILOTS

SOLO - Suitable experience on type, to include
stall reinforcement and spin recovery.

SOLO - As for full members + site
check by DGC or authorised instructor.
Local flying only.

SOLO X-COUNTRY - Silver Badge.

MUTUAL FLYING - BI or CFI/DCFI
approved passenger carrier, designated P 1. PI
must fly launch, circuit and landing. Limited
to local flying unless PI has Silver Badge and
P2 holds Bronze Badge or better.

INSTRUCTION - Instructors may be
authorised to conduct local training with
members of their own clubs and BI's to
fly with their own club members or
relatives/close friends by DGC Full Cat
Instructors. A site check and thorough
briefing will normally be required.
Wider authorisation requires CFI/DCFI
approval.

LOCAL - 10 solo flights.

LOCAL - 10 solo flights.

X-COUNTRY - Bronze Badge + X-country
endorsement, full conversion to type.

X-COUNTRY - Bronze Badge + Xcountry endorsement.
(Site check required with DGC
Instructor. )
Silver Badge or sufficient evidence
fulfilling full conversion criteria.
(Site check required with DGC
Instructor.)

X-CQUNTRY INSTRUCTION - Full or
Assistant cat. instructor.

JUNIOR

ASW 19b

LOCAL - Full conversion to the junior, 25 solo
flying hours, CFI/DCFI approval.
X-COUNTRY - Bronze Badge + cross country
endorsement, full conversion to type.

DISCUS

Silver Badge + 50 solo hours, full conversion
to the ASW 19, CFI/ DCFI approval.
X-COUNTRY

Full conversion to type.

Silver Badge + sufficient evidence
fulfilling full conversion criteria.
(Site check required with DGC
Instructor. )

NOTES
I.
These minimum requirements may only be reduced on my authority.
Authorising instructors must be satisfied that the experience, currency and competence of the pilot match the
glider and weather conditions, regardless of paper qualifications.
2.
Pilots not holding a Silver Badge must be briefed by an instructor
keep the Duty Instructor informed of their intentions.

before flight.

All pilots must

3.
The Red Capstan syndicate members have absolute priority in their Capstan. All instructional/passenger
flying in this glider is subject to the above rules. Solo X-Country minimum for syndicate members is Bronze
Badge unless the syndicate place a higher qualification on them.
4.

N.B.

Full conversion = 10 hours and 10 landings on type.

WAVE SOARING
Much has been written on the subject of wave soaring, in various books and S & G. The aim of
this article is to give an outline on local aspects of wave soaring together with their safety
considerations.
Wave can be contacted in most wind directions, however, in the interest of brevity only the better
conditions of North Westerly through to Southerly will be covered. Note that low to medium level
wave tends to align parallel to the hill feature generating it whereas high level wave tends to align at
90° to the wind direction.
The best days have a High Pressure system influencing the weather, usually to the South, creating
a stable air mass. Conversley, if the Westerly winds are caused by a low pressure system, the
conditions will be more unstable and relatively cloudy. These are the days where it is much more
important than usual to keep an eye on the cloud gaps and be ready to descend if necessary.
North Westerly winds are considered to be the easiest to soar, as the wave can often be contacted at
a reasonable height ( 2 - 2500ft is common). The lift is best in the lee of Morven, between Dinnet
and Logie Coldstone. Positioning will vary according to wind strength. It is usually not too
cloudy and so the potential for cross country is good ( see diagram ).
Straight Westerly is not quite so good for cross country but the potential for climbing high is still
good. Expect more cloud. The contact point and heights are much the same as with North
Westerlies or just to the South of Cam bus o'May.
South Westerly winds produce waves with good cross country potential. Contact points tend to be
toward Tarland and quite often a little higher, although to get away from 2000ft is not out of the
question.
Straight Southerly winds create launching problems owing to the curl over from the ridge to the
South of the site and the prescense of wave over the airfield which can create sudden wind shears
and turbulence. However, orice away over Glen Tanar, the lift can be spectacular. Wavelengths
tend to be longer, perhaps 10 miles, but the wave gaps not so good. Treat flying in Southerlies
with the utmost caution.
The U.K. height record was gained in a Southerly.
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WAVE ORIENTATION
NORTH WESTERLY
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Cautions
Wave flying can be very easy once you have located the lift. Climb rates I excess of 1500ft / min
are not unusual, although 3 - 600ft / min is more normal. It does not take much imagination to
realise that the potential to get into trouble is also very high and can occur very quickly .. Here are a
few points to watch out for:1.
Cloud Cover.
From 20,000ft it can take 15-20 minutes to descend at best below
cloud base. Due to the potential for icing, longer should be allowed. Our weather generally
moves towards us from the West, so, generally increasing cloud in the West should be regarded
with suspicion. Should the gaps between clouds upwind start to show signs of closing, watch
them closely. If fingers of cloud start to close the gaps upwind it is time to make a precautionary
descent unless you have clear alternatives. This only needs to be to a level where you can be sure
of getting down through a closing gap if necessary. Should conditions improve again, it may be
possible to climb away again. If you are inexperienced make your decision to descend early
rather than later.
2.
Moving Waves.
Contrary to popular belief, standing waves do not always stand still,
they often drift backwards or forwards. Sometimes they will quickly jump up or downwind. A
simple analogy is that if you flick a rope, waves generated travel down the rope. If you sit toward
the top of a system without considering this or paying attention to navigation, believing that the
gap you are over is in the same position as it was 20 minutes ago, you could be in for an
embarrassing shock at the very least. With the potential for high wind speeds at height, the
possibility if a large position error is strong.
3.
Cloud Flvin2.
Flying in wave clouds from Aboyne is not recommended.
Cumulo Granite is a once in a lifetime experience and the potential for serious icing could also ruin
your whole week. You have four choices if you are caught above cloud.
a.

Fly to an area known to be clear, descend and, if necessary, land out.

b.

Assuming your blind flying instruments are turned on ( airmanship dictates that they
should be as soon as you go above cloud at the latest), descend in the last known
position to cloud level in a wave trough. If you or another pilot in the vicinity has
GPS this will help. Assess current cloud base ( it often reduces as the gaps fill ) by
a radio call to base. At this point, especially if you are deemed to be in trouble,
you may get a lot of conflicting advice, unless it is the Aboyne Duty Instructor or
someone you know and trust, treat the advice with caution. With airspeed at a
minimum for good control and maximum airbrake, descend into wind.

c.

If you have reliable GPS fly to and descend over Tarland, there are known good
fields here should cloud base have descended such that you cannot safely glide back
to Aboyne.

c.

As a last resort. If cloud is close to or below hill height, and 8/8, make a PAN call
( see notes on radio procedures).
Aberdeen ATC could vector you over safe
country to make your descent.

In all cases where descent through cloud becomes necessary, use standard glider altitude and
position reports on the radio.

4.
Navigation.
Many modern gliders are equipped with GPS and/or VOR. Do not rely on
these to keep on working when you need them most. Ensure that you only use them to back up
your visual navigation unless you have been foolish enough to get yourself into any of the situations
mentioned above already, then" good luck.
5.
Descent.
When descending from altitude, your glider will be cold soaked. Moisture
is still present even when you are flying clear of cloud, so, when the ultra cold glider arrives at a
level where the temperature is just above dew point, it will flash freeze. One moment you can see
and the next, nothing! Imagine 15 - 40 gliders all milling around in a similar situation! It does
not bear thinking about so we need to avoid this situation.
a.

Descend in a controlled fashion, stopping the descent every so often to allow the
glider to warm up a little, then continue. The worst area for icing is in the latter
part of the descent where moisture content is at its highest due to the higher
temperature and the fact that you have little time left before coming into contact with
the ground.

b.

Before using airbrakes to descend and at regular intervals thereafter, make clearing
turns to ensure that you are not about to conflict with another aircraft.
STAY CLEAR OF CLOUD.

Check the following on a regular basis, at least every half hour.
a.

Controls free, nothing jammed due to ice.

b.

Instruments working correctly, nothing iced up, battery condition good.

c.

Check in with your crew on the radio.

d.

Oxygen, flow indicator and signs of hypoxia.

e.

Position, keep ground references in sight.

f

Compass, check heading.

THERMAL

SOARING

There is little to compare to a summer day in the Scottish mountains with strong thermals going to 6
- 8000ft. Due to the generally clear air, it is often possible to see from coast to coast. The only of
late is that there have not been enough of them. There are a few points to bear in mind to maximise
your thermal soaring.
1.
Mountain effect on cloud base.
Cloudbase tends to rise as you move into the
mountains. Typically, you may start with a base of around 3 - 4000ft in the Aboyne area, movmg
rapidly up to 5 - 6000ft as you move beyond Morven and into the higher country.
2.
Wave influence.
If there is a significant wind blowing, there could be wave
influencing the thermals, enhancing them under the wave crests and suppressing them under the
troughs ( see diagram). Crossing a wave affected valley, into wind, could cost you a lot of height.
3.
Thermal to wave.
To gain access to wave from thermals, first climb to c1oudbase, then
ease yourself into the blue upwind of the Cumulus. With a little luck and patience, you could find
yourself climbing, slowly at first, then building to normal rates as you gain height. The thermal
'streets' will form at right angles to the ridge producing the wave, not at right angles to the wind.
The thermals under the wave crest will be stronger than the average for the day but will be weak
and broken under the wave trough.
4.
Influence of terrain. As with soaring in any other part of the U.K., the effects of various
ground features such as the sea and large bodies of inland water, together with river valleys and
mountains, all combine to change the way in which we soar as we pass from one area to another.
These effects are very marked in the highlands. To race around without taking into account these
often dramatic changes will lead to an early landing.
5.
Weather.
Sea breezes tend to be blocked by the hills, however, they still move inland,
taking the path ofleast resistance up the major river valleys. As anywhere, sticking to the higher
ground tends to keep you on the 'energy line' but unlike generally lower terrain you need to keep
open escape options to the valleys for field landings. If fronts are expected, they generally move
toward Aboyne from the West and quite often dry out as they cross the mountains and may leave
the Eastern side of the country relatively clear.
6.
General.
Stay high, thermals in Scotland are often weak and broken low down and
generally narrower than those in the South so well banked turns are essential. Never move off
without knowing where your next potential landing field is. Reduce your expectations of glide
angle to about two thirds that you would normally expect. The terrain effects can cause surprising
height losses. Ridge soaring can be unpredictable as the windward slopes may be in the down of a
wave system and the valley winds may be a lot different from the general wind.
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1.
Before setting off cross country, take a briefing from a local soaring pilot who can inform
you of areas with known good fields. Many of the fields will have overhead cables passing round
or through them. The poles stand out better than the cables.
2.
Field sizes vary considerably from very small in the hill areas to huge in the plains to the
South. Remember, what 'appears' to be a large field amongst many other small ones may not be
very large itself Cramping your circuit into a small field can prove disastrous.
3.
In the hillier areas consider uphill, downwind. It may be the best option, especially into a
small field.
4.
Good local fields.
East ofBallater there are two, long, narrow fields, aligned East
West, next to the main road. South of Tar land, there is a large field. There are many suitable
fields in the Tarland bowl, especially to the East. East of Aboyne there are many good fields for
landing in strong Southerly winds.

RADIO
With as many as 45 gliders .flying at anyone time it is important to restrict radio calls to situation
reports every half hour or so where necessary, with only the occasional call of "How are you doing
Fred?"
The following frequency use is generally accepted:129.9

Ground to ground communications.

130.1
Aboyne base and circuit calls (note: normally the only circuit call necessary is --- (
callsign) downwind Left / Right hand. It is only necessary to add the runway direction where there
may be doubt as to the runway in use or if definitely using a runway that is not the in use one.
J 30.125

Air to air.

130.4

Cloud flying and cross country.

EMERGENCY PROCEDURES
Co-ordination of search and rescue facilities within the Scottish FIR is the task of the Rescue Coordination Centre ( RCC ) at RAF Kinloss, although the first point of contact for airborne aircraft is
by R/T on 121.5 Mhz to the Distress and Diversion (D&D) cell at the Scottish Air Traffic Control
Centre at Prestwick.
D&D are constantly manned and use automatic transmitterlReceiver sites throughout the u.K. The
closest of these to Aboyne are at Windyhead to the West ofFraserburgh and Craigowl Hill near
Leuchars. Many aircraft also listen out on 121. 5 and, in the event of you being outwith the
coverage of the main receivers, may be able to relay sufficient information to allow D&D to
activate a more appropriate contact frequency.
In the event of requiring D&D assistance, the initial call should be made on 121.5 using the
following phraseology:-

PAN, PAN, PAN---PAN, PAN, PAN,
This is Glider ( callsign )
The Pan call indicates to D&D that you require urgent assistance but that you are not immediately
confronted with a life threatening situation. If you feel that you are, then prefix your message with

MAYDAY, MAYDAY, MAYDAY.
Follow this with the same information as for the Pan call. This will give absolute priority over all
other calls except another emergency. The Pan call may be used to relay many types of urgent
information which might not directly involve you, e.g. you may see flares in the mountains or
witness another aircraft in distress, but the most likely situation is that of finding yourself above
total cloud cover, unsure of your position and requiring some assistance for a let down. In such a
situation remain in lift if possible to give yourself time, make sure you are facing into wind, then
think. What was your last known position and when, what is your present altitude. Then make
your Pan or Mayday call. Following the acknowledgement from D&D transmit the following
information:State problem,
State intentions or request help e.g. steer to ....
State position if known,
State level i.e. altitude,
State heading,
State your experience level.
The controller will attempt to fix your position by Direction Finding ( DF ) bearings from several
receivers, nowadays, if you are high enough, this is done automatically and very rapidly.
Occasionally, it may require you to transmit for some time to get a good fix. Until you receive
directions, attempt to maintain your position.
D&D will assess the total situation with regard to general weather, cloudbase and tops and will
give you advice accordingly. They can also liaise with other emergency organisations in case you
cannot make it to a safe landable area and may even hand you over to a more local control agency if
they believe that this will serve your best interests.
Make sure that you have in fact turned on your blind flying instruments. Ensure that your
controller knows your level of competence in instrument flying so that any manoeuvering in cloud
will be kept to a minimum.

Pilots intending to go wave flying are usually dressed wannly, but even so, if you land out in the
mountains, even if unhurt, it is usually best to remain with your aircraft. You may have to wait
some time to be rescued and the glider is easier to spot than a person and can provide shelter and
communication if the radio remains serviceable.
Even in mid-Summer it can snow in the highlands and you must be either dressed or equipped to
survive. Recommended minima are a survival bag, flares, torch and batteries. A hand held
strobe is useful as is water and chocolate.
Finally, if you are in doubt then call D&D, they would rather you were cautious than dead, they
are usually underworked and every call helps justiry their existence in these times of Government
cutbacks.

EMERGENCY COMMUNICATIONS

1. DIS.TRESS - A condition

PROCEDURES

of being threatened by serious and/or imminent

danger and of requiring

assistance.

immediate

."!.

DISTRESS MESSAGE

- Sent on the air-ground

frequency

in use or any other appropriate

MAYDAY (3 times) or by telewaphy
SOS (3 times) "s Ill<lny as possible
NAME OF STATION ADDRESSED (time and circumstances
permitting).
AIRCRAFT IDENTIFICATION
NATURE OF THE DISTRESS
INTENTION OF CAPTAIN
PRESENT POSITION, FLIGHT LEVEL (or altitude). and HEADING

of the following

frequency.
elements.

fhese requirements
are not intended to prevent:
(a) Distress Signal MAYDAY being used if necessary at the ~commencefl1ent of any subsequent
communication;
(b) Distress Message being broadcast if time circumstances
make ttl;S course preferable;
(c) Use by an aircraft in distress of any means at its disposal to attract attention, make known its position
and obtain help.
FREOUENCY UTILIZATION
121.5 MHz, 243.0 MHz. Aeronautical Emergeucy
500 KHz, 2182 KHz. International
Distress
8364 KHz. Survival Craft
Transponder
equipped aircraft should select Code 71, Mode A or B, if directed.
2. URGENCY - A condition concerning the safety of an aircraft or of some person on board or within sight, but
which does not require immediate assistance.
URGENCY MESSAGE - Sent on thef<ii1:-;grouil~((frequer;cy ill use-out does not prevent an Urgency Message
being broadcast if this course is considered preferaiJle.
..
.
PAN PAN,PAN PAN,PAN PAN, or by telegrnphy

XXX

elements.
NAME OF THE STATION ADDRESSED
AIRCRAFT IDENTIFICATION
NATURE OF THE URGENCY
INTENTION OF CAPTAIN
PRESENT POSITION, FLIGHT LEVEL (or altitude)
ANY OTHER USEFUL INFORMATION

XXX

XXX as many "s possible

of the following

and HEADING

(b) An aircraft which is not in a position to render assistance and which has heard a Distress message
which has not been acknowledged immediately, should take all possible action to attract the attention
of other stations which are in a position to render assistance. In these circumstances an aircraft may
re-broadcast a Distress message following the message with "DE" or "THIS IS" and its own callsign 3
times. This point is vital to avoid confusion.
(c) As a general rule, aircraft stations intercepting a Distress message should not reply to it UNLESS there
is no immediate reply from an appropriate ground station, or other station which is in a better position
to render assistance. If necessary, an aircraft should act as a relay between Distressed aircraft and
appropriate

control

station.

(d) Control of distress traffic is the responsibility of the station in Distress, which may delegate control to
another station (normally
appropriate
ATC station when Distress communications
have been
established). The control station and aircraft in Distress have authority to impose radio silence on any
or all stations on the frequency used for Distress traffic by transmitting
ORT SOS in WIT, or "STOP
TRANSMITTING - MAYDAY" in AIT,
4. CANCELLATION OF DISTRESS OR URGENCY - If after initiating Distress or Urgency communication
procedures, the emergency conditions cease to exist and no further assistance is required, the aircraft must
cancel the state of Distress or Urgency. This should normally be done by transmitting
a cancellation
message giving the necessary information to the station controlling the Distress traffic, who will then be
responsible
for advising all stations on the frequency in use that the Distress traffic has ended.
Alternatively, if circumstances require it, the aircraft may cancel the Distress by a message to "all stations".
It is important that the Distress should be cancelled on all frequencies used during the Distress traffic.

SURVIVAL
If a glider goes missing at sunset the Search and Rescue organisation will be alerted at sunset + 30
minutes ( Overdue).
So, if you land out and can easily get to a telephone, ring in to the club, if
you contact your crew direct, ensure that they inform the duty instructor before leaving the airfield.

In the event of an accident or if you land in an unpopulated area, stay with the aircraft and make
yourself as comfortable as possible. It is unlikely that assistance will arrive before daylight.
However, use your radio on 121.5 for a few minutes on the hour and half hour.
Use your parachute to keep warm at night and to make your site as conspicuous as possible during
the day. Light a fire if possible.
If you are attempting a specific cross country, make sure that your crew and the log keeper know
the details. This will help the emergency services narrow down their search area.

OXYGEN AND HlGH ALTITUDE FLYING
Oxygen is required above 12,000ft amsl and recommended above 10,000. N.B.
respectively above Aboyne.

11,500 and 9,500

Oxygen is available on site and Either Alan Middleton, Roy Dalling or Mike Law can provide you
with a refill.
Safety.
I.
Do not smoke within the vicinity of oxygen systems being charged or
connected/disconnected.
2.

Only tools free of grease may be used on oxygen systems
OXYGEN + GREASE = EXPLOSION.
(SPONTANEOUS

3.

COMBUSTION)

Tools should be non ferrous ( spark free ).

Systems.
There are essentially two types of sys~em:a.
Constant flow ( Ecollomiser ).
High pressure oxygen is reduced in pressure
through a restrictor to give a pressure and flow that we can breathe. This flow is usually
measured in Litres per Minute, the most common rates being 2 and 4 litres per minute,
often marked on the system as Low and High respectively. This flow is delivered to the
economiser bag, inflation of which shows that the supply is being delivered. The bag is
attached to a mask which allows ambient air and the bagged oxygen to be inhaled,
deflation or partial deflation of the bag on inhalation showing that the oxygen is being
supplied to you via the mask. For most reasonably healthy people the 2 litre setting is
sufficient between 10 - 17,000ft, the 4 litre setting between 17 - 25,000ft. Any temporary
ill health, hang over or being a smoker may affect your requirement for oxygen at height.
b.
Diluter Demand.
Between 25 -33,000ft a diluter demand system is
recommended. These regulate the mix of oxygen to air automatically according to altitude.
Within the system there is some form oftell tale to ensure that oxygen is being delivered.
This type of system uses oxygen more economically and can deliver supplemental oxygen
at a higher ratio than the economiser system.
Both types of system incorporate a bottle, plumbing and a quantity gauge.
When using either type of system, breathe at a normal rate and check that the bag is filling
and deflating or that the tell tale is showing flow.
Checks.
At D.l. the system must be turned on, contents checked and filled if necessary and the ancillaries
checked. Make sure there are no leaks, split hoses, bags or masks. Before take off make sure
that the mask fits well, this is almost impossible to achieve once you are airborne in a glider.
ANY INEFFICIENCY AT ALTITUDE COULD PROVE FATAL
THlS IS A LIFE SUPPORT SYSTEM

.,
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FLIGHT OVER AND IN THE VICINITY OF HIGIi GROUND
1
The aim of this Circular is to remind pilots of the basic theory of airflow over high ground, to
describe the effect of the airflow on aircraf1 in flight and to oHer advice on avoiding or minimising the various

hazards that may be encountered.

The Circular is accordingly divided into three parts:

Part 1 - Meteorology
Part 2 - Flying Aspects
Part 3 - Auvice to Pilots

Part 1 - Meteorology
1.1
1.1.1

Introduction
The expression 'high ground' is used here to describe mountains,

hills, ridges etc which rise to heights

in excessof about 500 feet above nearby low lying terrain.
1.1.2
Air flow is more disturbed and turbulent over high ground than over level country and the forced
ascent of air over high ground often "eads to the formation of cloud on or near the surface. which sometimes
extends through a substantial part of the troposphere if the air is moist enough.
1.1.3
Forced ascent also increases instability so that thunderstorms embedded in widespread layer cloud
may occur over high ground, even when no convective clouds form over low ground. When the air is generally
unstable, cloud development will be greater, icing in the clouds will be more severe and turbulence in the
hiction layer and in cloud will be intensified over high ground.
1.1.4
The air flowing over high ground may be so dry that, even when it is forced to rise, little or no cloud
is formed.
The absence .of cloud over high ground does not imply the absence of vertical air currents and
turbulence.
1.1.5
Strong down currents are caused by the air descending the lee slope and it is, therefore. especially
hazardous to fly towards high ground when experiencing a headwind.
1.1.6
On some occasions the disturbance of a transverse airflow by high ground can create an organised
flow pattern of waves and large scale eddies in which strong up-draughts and downdraughts and turbulence
frequently occur. These organised flow patterns are usually called mountain waves but may also be •.eferred to
as lee waves or standing waves and can be associated with relatively low hills and ridges as well as with high
mountains.
1.2

Mountain

Waves

1.2.1

Conditions favourable for the formation of mountain waves are:
(a) A wind blowing

within about 30. of a direction at right angles to a substantial

ridge;

(b) the wind must increase with height with little change in direction (strong waves are often
associated with jet streams). A wind speed of more than 15 kt at the crest of the ridge is also
usually necessary;
(c) a marked stable layer (approaching isothermal, or an inversion), with less stable air above and
below, between crest level and a few thousand feet above.
1

1.2.2
Mountain wave systems may extend for many miles uownwind of the initiating high~ ground.
Satellite photographs have shown wave clouds extending more than 250 nm from the Pennines and a.s much
as 500 nm downwind of the Andes. However, 50 to 100 nm is a more usual extent of wave systems In most
areas. Wave systems may, on occasions, extend well into the stratosphere.
1.2.3
The average wave length of mountain waves in the troposphere is about 5 miles, but much longer
waves do occur. A good estimate of the wave length A (nautical miles) can be derived from the mean
troposphere wind m (knots) by using the simple formula A = rn{7. Disturbances in the stratosphere are often
irregular features located very near or just over the initiating mountains. However, when waves to the lee of
the high ground are evident, their length is usually greater than in the troposphere; 15 nm is probably a typical
wave length but wave lengths of 60 nm have been measured.
1.2.4
The amplitude of waves is much more difficult to determine from meteorological observations.
In
general, the higher the mountain and the stronger the airflow, the greater is the resulting disturbance; but the
most severe conditions occur when the natural frequency of the waves is "tuned' to the ground profile and
conditions for wave motion are only just satisfied. This makes the prediction of wave amplitude uncertain.
1.2.4.1
In the troposphere the double amplitude (peak-to-trough)
of waves is commonly 1500 ft with
vertical velocilies about 1000 {Vlllin but double amplitudes of "bout 20000 ft and vertical velocities over
5000 fVrnin have been measured in the USA. Even over the UK vf~lticalvelocities up to 2000 fVmin have been
recorded, ie well beyond the climbing capability of many light airo.1ft.
1.2.4.2
Waves in the stratosphere have been measured with double amplitudes up to 1300 ft over the UK
and more than 8000 h over the western USA. Vel1ica! velocities up to 2000 fVOlin have been recorded in these
waves. In lhe stratosphere above the Rocky Mountains, disturbances which have been interpreted as rotors,
with amplitudes up to 9000 fl. hnve been observed. 1\ pilot flying in suth a dislurbance has reported an
accelerometer reading of minus 1g
1.2.4.3
In extensiv(' rnOtHlt,lillf)IIS iHC,l\ tlH~ wave 'loystf'1ll~JellPlated by one ridw~ is disturbed by further
ridges downwind.
Furthermore. the characteristics
of an <lirstrcam are always changing with time, and
occasions when small changes in the airstream give rise to large changes in mountain wave characteristics can
be envisaged, but not forecnst. Such changes may generate a transient but severp disturbance resulting in
violenl turbulence (eg due to a wave 'breaking').
1.3

Visual Detection

of Mountain

Waves

1.3.1
The special clouds which owe their appearance to the rl<1tureof wave flow are a valuable indicator to
the pilot of the existence of wave formation.
Provided there is sllfficient moisture available the ascent of air
will lead to condensation and formation of c!laraclf'ristic clouds. These clouds form in the crest of slalH..Iiny
waves and therefore remain more or less stationary.
1.3.2
They Illay occur at all heights from the surface to (irrus level and are described briefly in the
following paragraphs, to be read in conjunction with the dia9ram below, which shows the characteristic
distribution of clouds and tlJluulence to the lee of the Sierra Nevada in North Americil. This is an area in which
mountain wave phenomena are exc..cptionally marked, but the dlayrarn has a fairly general application.
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(a) Lenticular clouds provide the most un-mistakable evidence ot the existence of mountain waves.
They form within stable layers in the crests of standing waves. Air streams through them, the

clouds forming at their up-wind edges and dissipating downwind.

They have characteristically

smooth lens shaped outlines and may appear at several levels, sometimes resulting in an
appearance reminiscent of a stack of inverted saucers, Lenticular clouds l:sually appear up to a
few thousand feet above the mountain crests, but are also seen at any level up to the
tropopause and even above. (Mother-at-pearl clouds, seen on rare occasions over mountains,
are a form of wave-cloud at an altitude of 80000 ft or so). Air flow through these clouds is
usually smooth unless the edges of the could take on a ragged appearance which is an indication

of turbulence.
(b) Rotor or roll-clouds appear, at first glance, as harmless bands of ragged cumulus or
stratocumulus parallel to and downwind of the ridge. On closer inspection these clouds are seen
to be rotating about a horizontal axis. Rotor clouds are produced by local breakdown of the
flow into violent turbulence. They occur under the crests of strong waves beneath the stable
layers associated with the waves. The strongest rotor normally forms in the first wave
downwind of the ridge and is, therefore, usually near or somewhat above the level of the ridge
crest,' but may occasionally be much deeper (rotor clouds have been reported to extend to
30000 ft over the Sierra Nevada). There are usually not more than one or two rotor clouds in the

lee of the ridge.
(c) Cap clouds form on the ridge crest and strong surface winds which are commonly found
sweeping down the lee slope may sometime extend the cap cloud down the slope producing a

'cloud fall' or 'fohn wall'.

1.3.3
Although cloud often p,ovides th(> Illost uSI~fulvisible evidence of disturbances to the airflow, the
<..haracleristic cloud types Illay sometimes be obscured by olhel cloud systems, particularly frontal doud. On
the other hand, the air Illay be too dry to fO/ln any clouds at all, ('ven ill strong wavp conditions.
1.4
1.4.1

Turbulence
Turbulence at low and medium levels.

1.4.1.1
A strong wind over irregular terrain will produce low level turbulence which increases in depth and
intensity with increasing wind speed and terrain irregularity.
1.4.1.2
In a well developed wave system, the rotof zone and the area below are strongly turbulent and
reversed flow is often observed at the surface. Strong winds confined to the lower troposphere, with reversed
or no flow in the middle and higher troposphere, produce the most turbulent conditions at low levels,
sometimes accompanied by 'rotor streaming' comprised of violent rotors which ale generated intermittently
near lee slopes and move downwind . .Theselow level 1ravelling rotors are distinct from the stationary rotors
which form at higher levels in association with strong mountain W~1Ves.
1.4.2

Turbulence in the rotor zone.

1.4.2.1
Rotors lie beneath the crests of lee waves and are often marked by roll clouds. The most powerful
rotor lies beneath the first wave crest down-stream of the mountains. Rotors give rise to the most severe
turbulence to be found in the air flow over high ground. On occasions it may be as violent as that in the worst
thunderstorms. Gliders flying in rotor zones in both Europe and the USA have found accelerations of 29 to 4g
quite common and 79 has been exceeded in the USA. Several gliders suffered structural damage and one

disintegrated.
1.4.3

Turbulence in waves.

1.4.3.1
Although flight in waves is ohen remarkably smooth, severe turbulence can occur. The transition
from smooth to bumpy flight can be abrupt. Very occasionally violent turbulence may result, sometimes
attributed to the wave 'breaking'.
1.4.4
1.4.4.1

Turbulence at high levels (near and above the tropopause).
Turbulence near the jet stream.

1.4.4.1.1 Turbulence in jet streams is frequently greatly increased in extent and intensity over high ground.
Strong vertical wind shears are often concentrated in a few stablt~ layers just above and below the core of the
jet stream. Distortion of these layers when the jet stream flows over high ground particularly when mountain
waves form, can produce local enhancements of the shears so thdt the flow in those regions breaks down into
turbulence. Usually the cold side of the jet stream is more prone to turbulence, but mountain waves may be
more pronounced on the warm side.
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1.4.4.2

Turbulence in the stratosphere.

1.4.4.2.1 Flight experience has shown that in the stratosphere moderate or severe turbulence is encountered
over high ground about four times more frequently than over plains and about seven times more frequently
than over the oceans.
1.4.4.2.2 Evidence from research flying over the Rocky Mountains has shown that strong rotors and/or waves
may occur well into the stratosphere on days favourable for strong wave formation in the troposphere.
The
associated severe turbulence can cause serious difficulties to an aircraft flying near its ceiling.
1.5

Downdraughts

1.5.1
Whether or not a well developed wave system exists, if the air is stable a strong surface air flow over
high ground will produce a substantial and sustained downdraught and/or turbulence on the lee side. Such
down-draughts may on occasions be strong enough to defeat the rate of climb capability of some aircraft. In
a wave system, a series of downdraughts and updraughts exists, the most powerful being those nearest the
high ground.
1.6

Icing

1.6.1
Adiabatic cooling caused by the forced ascent of air over high ground generally results in a lowering
of the freezing level and an increase of liquid water concentration in clouds. Thus airframe icing is likely to be
more severe than at the same altitude over lower ground when extensive cloud is present. This hazard is at a
maximum a few thousand feet above the freezing level. but in general is unlikely to be serious at altitudes
above 20000 ft. except in cumulonimbus clouds.
Part 2 - Flying Aspects
2.1
The effects of the airflow over high ground on aircraft in flight depend on the magnitude of the
disturbance to the airflow, the performance of the aircraft, its altitude and the aircraft's speed and direction in
relation to the wave system. A broad distinction may be made between low level hazards (below about 20000 ft)
and high level hazards (above 20000 ft).
2.2

Low Altitude Flight

2.2.1
The main hazards arise from severe turbulence in the rotor zone, from down draughts and from
icing. The presence of roll clouds in the rotor zone may warn pilots of the region of most severe turbulence,
but characteristic cloud formations are not always present or, if they are present, may lose definition in other
clouds. Similarly, the up*draughts and down draughts are, in general, not visible. If an aircraft remains for any
length of time in a down draught (eg by flying parallel to the mountains in the descending portion of the
wave), which may be remarkably smooth'", serious loss of height may occur.
2.2.2
During up-wind flight the aircraft's height variations are normally out of phase with the waves; the
aircraft is, therefore, liable to be at its lowest height when over the highest ground. The pilot may also find
himself being driven down into a roll cloud over which ample height clearance previously appeared to be
available.
2.2.3
Downwind flight may be safer. Height variations are usually in phase with waves, but it must be
appreciated that the relative speed of an accidental entry into the rotor zone will be greater than in up-wind
flight because the rotor zone is stationary with regard to the ground. Thus, the structural loads which may be
imposed on the airframe when gusts are encountered are likely to be greater and there will probably be less
warning of possible handling difficulties.
2.3

High Altitude Flight

2.3.1
The primary danger at high altitude is that of a sudden encounter with localized disturbances
(ie turbulence, sudden large wind and temperature changes) at high penetration speeds, this is particularly
relevant at cruising levels above FL 300 where the buffet-free margin between the Mach number for 1g buffet
and the stall is restricted. In this respect flight downwind is likely to be more critical than flight up-wind,
especially when the wind is strong. As in the case of low altitude flight the waves are stationary relative to the
ground, and the higher relative speed on accidentally encountering a standing wave while flying downwind is
likely to place greater loads on the airframe. There will often be no advance warning of the presence of wave
activity from preliminary variations in flight instrument readings, or from turbulence. Although down draughts
are present they are unlikely to be hazardous and icing and rotor zone turbulence are unlikely.
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2.4

General

2.4.1
While flying through strong mountain waves, large fluctuations
in wind velocity may be
encountered, with associated turbulence; and an aircraft entering a wave system with its auto-pilot (including
height and airspeed locks) fully engaged may begin to oscillate in the pitching plane as it attempts to maintain
the selected height and airspeed. This oscillation can become unstable and, if unchecked, may put an aircraft
into a dangerous flight condition as a result of excessive tailplane deflection.
If the aircraft is being flown
manually and the pilot chases height or airspeed, a similar result may occur. In either case there is a risk of an
upset developing with catastrophic results. This emphasises the importance of the well established technique
of flying 'attitude' in these conditions.
Part 3 - Advice to Pilots
3.1
When planning a flight over or close to high ground pilots should ensure that the possibility of
mountain wave conditions is considered in their meteorological briefing, particularly if frontal conditions are
present in the area and a jet stream is expected at altitude. Although areas of turbulence associated with
mountain waves .cannot be forecast with accuracy, Meteorological
Offices can help pilots to assess the
possibility of mountain waves being encountered and can give advice on the probable height of layers of
marked stability. Careful attention should be paid to warnings given in SIGMET messages broadcast during the

flight.
3.2

If mountain wave condition are forecast or known to be present:
(a) do not attempt to approach or penetrate rotor clouds or likely rotor zones adjacent to mountain
ranges;
(b) when flying over high ground, maintain a clearance height above the highest ridge at least equal

to the height of the ridge above terrain.
hazards;

This should avoid the worst of the lower altitudes

(c) choose cruising altitudes well away from the base of layers of marked stability where severe
turbulence is most likely to occur (present information suggests that, while there may be more
than one stable layer, a margin to 5000 ft on either side of the base of a stable layer, including
the tropopause, is advisable);
(d) be prepared for the occurrence of icing if cloud formations are present.
3.3
When flying in an area in which mountain w,we conditions are suspected, always be prepared for
turbulence, even in clear air, and take precautions accordingly. These precautions should includE':
(a) setting u~ the recornrnenaed speed for flight in turbulence;
(b) re-trimming the aircraft and noting the trim position so that any changes that may occur (due to
auto trim action when using the auto-pilot) can be quickly detected;
(c) ensuring that crew and passengers are securely strapped in and that there are no loose articles;
(d) following the recommendations on the use of auto-pilot,
aids (yaw dampers etc) as appropriate.

height and airspeed locks and stability

3.4
If entry is made into turbulent mountain conditions the following
to any recommended operating techniques for the particular aircraft type:

procedures are advisable, subject

(a) make certain that the passenger seat belt sign is on and that the crew are properly strapped in;
(b) attempt to maintain a constant pitch attitude, avoiding excessive control applications, adjust
speed slowly and progressively to that recommended for rough air penetration (if this has not
already been done), monitoring the auto-pilot ve,y closely jf engaged;
(c) jf the auto-pilot is used, ensure that the height. speed and Mach locks are disengaged;
(d) ignore the minor transient speed and height fluctuations induced by gusts and maintain a good
instrument scan, correct any steady speed variations at the expense of altitude if necessary;
(e) do not attempt to chase the gust-induced lateral rocking, but aim to keep the aircraft laterally
level to within reasonable limits, yaw dampers should remain engaged however;

(f) try to make all control inputs smoothly and gently.
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.:';3.5

Take--offand landing manoeuvres

Pilots should be aware of the danger and .severityof turbulence which may be encountered in the lee
of high ground during take-off and approach to land manoeuvres, when performance margins may be small.

This Circular is issued for information, guidance and necessary a<.tion.
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